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Welcome and Best Wishes to
UW-SP STUDENTS,
FACULTY & STAFF.

KeepsakeR.tgis(ttrd Diamond Rinp

GRUBBA JEWELERS
YOUR DIAMOND & GIFT CENTER
"DIAMONDS OUR SPECJAL TY"

KEEPSAKE, COLUMBIA & ORANGE BLOS_SOM
DIAMOND RINGS

f ull-grai n natural rou gh-out leather
upper, inside ski fl ap, hinged and
padded leath er-l ined ton gue and
padded leath er-l ined qu art er, stretchy
scree top and reinforced padded
ankle. Goodyea r we lt, tempered steel
shank, leather insole wi th leath er,
hard rubber and crepe rubber
• midsole and Montag nabloc Vibram 11
lug sole and heel.

HIKER 116230

the sporr shop

DON'T JUST SIT AROUND
GET OUT AND ENJOY WHAT'S LEFT OF ~----~
SUMMER
Recreational · Services, located in the University Center,
has available for rent just about any type of outdoor sporting equipment you may want to use in the Central Wisconsin area. The minimal rates will help your budget.
Students and non-students alike may rent equipment, sci
stop by and see what we have to offer.
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ByMaY.Y.h at are you doing here?
People still ask why I abandoned the corn fields of
Minnesota for the cranberry bogs of northern
Wisc~nsi.n. At first , I didn't mind this sort of idle
quest1onmg. Indeed, I enjoyed being given opportunity to concoct another impressive academic excuse.
.
_
But afterl2 months residence, fue novelty is wearing
thin, especially since the same
people seem to be doing the
asking. If I were not so naive
and trusting., I might even foster
some suspicions about this.
All poor humor aside, I really
can' t claim any premeditated
reason for being he~. It was
more of a last minute lark . .This
may sound rather irresponsible,
but being a professional dabbler
in diversity , I grant myself
certain frivolities from time to
time.
Surprisingly enough, I first
learned of Stevens Point two
short weeks before the start of
fall semester '75. Until then, I'd
been planning on attending a
comfortable college within
driving distance of home where
I could continue my friendships with the people I'd
known all my life.
Then suddenly, I realized the cowardly, confining
nature of this plan. My short life was teetering on the
I needed new people and
verge of stagnation.
challenging experiences to better comprehena the
world around me.
Austin, Minn., had given all it could offer. I knew
there just had to be more to life than Hormel's meat
packing plant, the Terp Ballroom, and the polluted
south side lagoon.
Day after day, I watched people my age going to work
atmonotonousjobsformeagerpay. Tlieywereworking
to support babies who would only go on"to produce more
babies in. need of support. It seemed a pointless
biological circle.
Perhaps, this existence carried meaning for some,
but not for me. The altar, the factory and the American
Legion could never provide a comfortable niche. It was
time to move along.
Within hours of this revelation, I was at the public
library skimming through college catalogs in search of
a school outside the ....state but within reasonable
fi nancial range. There at the bottom of the stack lay
UW-SP. I grabbed World Book and tried locating the
city on the map. Right in the heart of timberland, miles
from any large town, it represented the ideal environment for a budding independence.

Two days later, I'd packed my bags, promised mother
a regular letter, and bid adieu to the greatest guy in
existence-or so he claimed. With a full tank of gas and
a barage of mixed emotions, I pushed the car onward
to I-90 and " little Poland," ·WI.
Each revolution· of the. tacometer brought to mind
Thomas Wolfe's famous line, "You can never go home
again." I could. for esee how
inevitable that reality would
become.
·
Gradually, flat plains gave
way to gentle rolling slopes, and
the slopes climaxed into the
bluffs of LaCrosse. Miles and
miles of maple and pine, and
finally Stevens Point.
I remember the great excitement in discovery; trying to
translate Autobus Majewski
inhaling my first whiff of ~
paper mill, and searching for an
AM station after dusk. But then
came the exams, and the
overdue bills, and the ungodly
semester projects.
At least, I never had to undergo the long good-byes, the
hugs, and the tears which freshmen must experience -before the folks hit for home.
Even watching the soggy ordeal leaves me with a few
choking sniffles-devoted cynic that I° am.
School can be a traumatic adjustment for anyone with
a poor perspective. One must cultivate a healthy attitude. As an ancient college senior seasoned by the
scars of academia, I suggest getting involved as much
as possible. Whether this means clubs, a new job,
participation in school activities, or even camping at
the edge of town, see to it you get away from the TV and
a sticky glass of foamy beer.
Plot your course sincerely. I'm convinced anything
you wholeheartedly desire, enthusiastically act upon,
and totally believe in, must inevitably come to
pass..
·
EnJoy the present while working on the future.
Lonely people tend to reminisce. Don't waste tiine on
old memories when new ones are to be had.
I'd be lying iI I didn' t admit college has sharp ups and
downs. Depression is not uncommon, especially during
the initial period of adjustment. Along with the good
must come the bad. It's all a part of the maturation
process.
··
. Thei:e will De disappointments, frustrations, and
fmanc1al pressures, but as Max Ehrman reassures in
Desidera."!, "~ith all it;S sham, drudgery and broken
dreams, 1t s std! a beautiful world. Be cheerful. Strive
to be happy. "
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WHERE IT'S AT
GIFT SHOP AND
OLD FASHIONED
... unusual teas
SODA FOUNTAIN
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. .. India spreads
... expandable racks for just anything
.. . quaint and unusual greeting cards and notes
... door signs and posters
. . . old fashioned candies, snacks
. .. 2' candy department
... high quality incense
. . . drip candles ... oil lamps
.. . unusual boxes, wood carvings
... dried flowers
.. . Olde Tower Sealing wax
... you will enjoy stopping at our really unu~ual gift
shop with its always popular soda fountain .
downtown, Main at Strongs
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ATLANTIC MINE
PRIME UP SPECIALS - 8:30-10:00

BUY ONE/GET ONE ·.
FREE!
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UW-SP

ONE A1EE DELUXE Hlls«EE wmt PURCIIASE OF ONE AT REGUUP. PRl:E
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3 CNR

STUDENT GOVERNMENT .
REPRESENTAJIVE .
SEATS AVAILABLE
1 LETTERS & SCIENCE

1 FINE .ARTS

IF INTERESTED: CONT ACT STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE
NOW! 1ST FLOOR UNIVERSITY CENTER
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-!Letters!
believe that there should be no sex
discrimination in any situation then
I'm behind the E.R.A. one htmdred
percent. However , if these people
use this particular amendment for
their own selfish gain then it is
simply a sham. ·
Michael Wilson

General gripe.
To the Pol'!ter,

Divorce procedure.
To the Pointer,
" ... with liberty and justice for
all. " Bullshit. Women libber~. equal
rights for all! Same job, same pay .
Sounds very enticing on paper so
why don't they put it into effect for
the millions of divorced men in this
country? ·
You discover the little woman in
the sack with yolD' best friend, she
in turn hotfoots it down to tbe
closest ambulance chaser and in
twenty four hours, evicted from
your home with the clothes on your
back and two suitcases. The court
orders you to pay a couple htmdred
dollars a month for the offspring
while you have to scratch arOWld
and hump your ass off to maintain
two households. I'm sure you know
the rest of the story . It continues on
for eighteen years. Moreover, try to
land ·a decent job when you are in
the process of divorce or recently
divorced. Christ, you'd think you
were typhoid Mary and Attilla the
Hun in tandem the way would-be
employers grill you. Also, try . to
obtain a loan. H.F .C. wiU..)augh you
right out the door. Methinks it's
time -to change some of these archaic laws- hopefully within the
next eighteen years ..
Michael Wilson

Divorce proceda
To the Pointer,
After beaucoup deliberation, I
have again decided to write you
concerning this state's archaic
divorce la\V!j. As you may - or may
not remember, I related to you a
non-fictional happening where an
adulterous wife manages, through
the courts, to maintain custody of
the children plus receive several
hundred dollars a month in child
support. Why in the world does the
ex-wife automatically get custody
of the children in practically all
cases? Methinks that decision ·
would have to be made on an individual basis in relation to the
parental "savvy" of each parent. I
can think of one particular case
where if all the facts and past
performances were considered,
there would be no question that the
male spouse would obtain custodybut then I'm biased.
Possibly, you may feel that this is
not a topical and timely subject.
Well. if the E .R.A. has any validity
whatsoever and its followers truly

I'd like to know why they can't
hook up a speaker system in the
Grid thafwould bring in the campus
radio station. I've noticed they get
music in the bookstore and.. other
tmiversity offices in the University
Center.
Oh, but you say, we can plug in a
few coins and get some songs on the
juke box. Oh, what a rip off! I'd like
some music and some news . When
are students going• to get -some
direct good from their activi.ty fees?
,Since I've finally gotten arotmd to
writing this Jetter, I may as well
. bring up another bitch . Why do we
have to undergo a gestapo search
everytime we leave the library? It
seems pretty obvious to me that
anybody who wants to rip off a
book , magazine or' document can
easily hide it under a shirt,in a
purse, ad infinitum . The last thing
somebody is going to do is to keep it,..in plain view .
.How much money are those people being paid at the doors? It
wouldn't surprise me if their salary
surpassed the amount that would be
lost through theft per annum.
Please withhold my name, since I
don't want people bitching back at
me.
Name Withheld Upon Request

LAND applauded

citizens that desired to learn about
nuclear power plants .
In L.A.N.D. many varied talents
of people from all walks of life are
constantly
utilized-teachers ,
housewives , artists , farmers,
students , businessmen, labor ,
medical professionals , children ,
etc . The interest of numerous in·
dividuals affiliated with the UWStevens Point bas been vital .
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission files , accessible .to
everyone, are available to scrutiny
at the UW-Stevens Point library.
The public should search out and
take advantage ot these files as a
source of revealing disclosures on
the functioning of neighboring
nuclear power plants .
"In all areas of government,
inf_ormation , and particularly
timely information , is the currency
of power , "-Ralph Nader : The
P .S.C., D.N.R., elected legislators,
county supervisors, are public
servants. We have a right to know ;
·the Bill of Rights guaranteed that.
We have a right to be a part of the
decision making that will affect our
lives and the lives of. our children
anll grandchildren .
Sign a Clean Energy Petition;
401,223 others already have! Join
and actively support the
organization that you feel gives you
the clearest and strongest outlet for
your sentiments. Become
educated; read up on the subject;
listen and respond.
That is the opposition YOU can
take against nuclear power plants.
Mrs. Cornelia Groshek

Route !,Rudolph

Series 9
Vol. 20
no. 1

To the Pointer,
In a recent article in the Stevens
Point Daily Journal, "Nuclear
power plant at Rudolph in 20-year
plan," Donald Piepenberg, director
of public information for Wisconsin
Power & Light Co., comment~,
''the location near Rudolph could be
affected by opposition to construction of the plant."
The principle reason for this
opposition is the access to information and education of. the
public about nuclear power plants.
This has been largely provided
through the formation and activity
of area grassroots organization,
L.A.N.D. (League Against Nuclear
· Dangers). Since 1973, this diverse
group has researched materials,
attended meetings, lectures and
legislative bearings. L.A.N.D. bas
given speeches to any organization,
school, or church affliated group,
school children, civic groups or

-'-- ·----------------~
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fEditorials j

Pointing
It

Out
Student
Government
Associption

By Jim Eagon, S.G".A. President
Self-governance is not a concept to be taken lightly. It
carries the responsibilities; decisions and actions that
will determine the effectiveness of the self-governing
body.
Governance ranges from the operation of one's own
life to the policy-making and actiQns of an organized
body of people. I will deal with the latter, using the
Student Government Association of the University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point as the prime subject for observation.
With the advent of the Merger law, student governance is guaranteed (Section 36.09(5)). "Students shall
have primary responsibility for the formulation and
~eview of policies concerning student life, services and
mterests." As such, students are active participants in
the immediate and interests." As such, students are
active participants in the immediate gov:ernance of
and policy development for their institution.
The Student Government Association is based on the
charge of student governance. Actions policies and
legislation are handled by the students for the' betterment of their environment at UW-SP.
Responsibilities in all areas of student life are vested
in the S.G.A. committees. The wl)ole spectrum of
student life from academics to business, to student
conditions, to faculty affairs are legally encompassed
for responsible action under the S.G.A.
But beyond the Merger law, beyond any section
36.09(5), there must be at least one element for any
student governance to take place, and that is desire.
Desire on the part of students to take the responsibility,
time, and chances to insure student rights at a
universitv. The S.G.A. of Stevens Point has been wellrecognized in the past for its leadership in the areas of
student governance- Till:oogh the dedication of individuals with the desire to create a better environment
for student life, means to that end have been employed.
The effectiveness of the Student Government
Association has been proven many times as a result of
the will of the student representatives in the
organization.
This fall , the S.G.A. of Stevens Point embarks in a
new direction with the adop_tion of anew constitution.
The streamlined organization will once again demonstrate its effectiveness. There are many newly elected
representatives this year which will bring the
association and the campus, new and diverse ideas for
consideration.
There are also eleven representative seats available
for eligible students who have an interest and desire
for such a position. Those interested should contact the
Student Goverpment office at the University Center
(346-3720 . To insure self-governance we need you to
take on responsibility. Be a part of your life as a
student, get involved in self governance.
Student Government now looks ahead into this school
year a~d beyond. Student. representation on university
committees must be insured, and increased to
realistically approach the true meaning of student
governance. Student governance is the key to a better
educational environment.
Poinur Page 6 Sepumber 3, 1176
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By Mary Dowd, Pointer Editor
Last week a committee of small Wisconsin
businessmen organized a special session to protest the
amount of bureaucratic red tape needed to complete the
si mplest of transactions. 1, for one, was happy to see
somebodv finallv .exa mining a problem familiar to us
all. Somewhere between total incompetency and
ritualistic offic ialism, it seems we have lost sight of a
middle ground .
Although this university is better termed an academic
institution rather than a business enterprise, it can
certainly claim its share of similar flaws . A good
exa mple in point is the -Financial Aids office, that
notorious branch dealing with the defunct Emergency
Loan program. But of course, they cannot be held solely
responsible for its demise. The Accounting Department
along with irresponsi ble students helped further the
ca use.
Like all great mysteries, the tale of the Emergency
Loan program finds its beginnings in years gone by. In
1967, the UW-SP Foundation, a private organization,
donated $8,000 to the Financial Aids Office for students
with urgent, monetary needs. In May , 1971, the amount
was increased to $20,000. The only guidelines
established at that time consisted of one vaguely
worded stipulation, " ... small, short term loans to
enrolled students."
Such an obscure prospectus coupled with the tendency for money to act as a fertilizer for bureaucratic
bramble bushes, invariably led to a few· thorns in the
Financial Aids Emergency Loan Program. Officials in
Accounting and Financial Aids grew increasingly
perplexed and frustrated as time went on.
Eight years and three controllers later someone
realized that something was amiss. App~ximately
$8,800 had been lost through unpaid loans. Loans were
being given out hand over fist. Students with poor credit
ratings and_ outstanding delinquencies were being
awarded still more loans. Accounting refused to
process a number of such loans as a means of curtailing
the loan media .
Despite the $100-loan maximum , exeptions were not
uncommon . In one case the executive director concede~ $743 (or delinquent phone bills. The needy
recipient was on parole and would have ended up 'in the
clinker if Bell Telephone hadn't been remunerated.
This loan has not yet been repaid .
While accounting and financial officials worked on
new guidelines, certai_n members of Accounting decided
to report to Fmanc1al Aids a smaller balance than
what wa_s actually available for lending. The U.W.Foundallon, alarmed over the large deficit shut down
~e prog.~am pending further study. As a r~ult of this
hidden money {$9,000), dozens of students were
derued loans.
Controller Bob Taylor, colorfully expounded, "It was
not an offici al policy. I put a stop to it when I became
awa re of 1t...Vern Can accountant) simply took the bull
bty,,the horns while I was trying to build a fence around
I .

All bull aside, the action had little impact or effect,
according. to Taylor and Financial Aids officer, 'l>hil
George, smce the guidelines were still forthcoming.
Fos~~~: t\~~ i~ciden ti ~eeUngs have been held with the
Specific guidei°anc1a Aids and student leadership.
Howev
mes are approaching reality.
administ:~· t~l is not well yet. Questions of who will
collected h e program and how- the loans will be
swers. ' ave yet to be supplied with complete anH
'
opef ully · the program can be revived
In theory the
new guidelines come close to that h .Uo ed ·d' di
ground It would , h
.
a w
m1 e
picked ~Pon th · n_~ urt if other administrative offices
affairs .
is I ea and examined their own state of
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Procrastination
By Mary Dowd
Rumors of . unemployed college
grads aimlessly wandering the
streets discourage many promising
students. Dennis Tierney, UW-SP
Placement director , feels this
picture is unrealistic . He claims
any student with good grades,
extra-curricular activities and
related job experiences can secure
relevant employment regardless of
their academic major.

Don't wait
The problem confronting many
students is that they simply wait too
long before seeking help. Consequently , they find themselves
looking for a job in a tight field
without competitive , marketable
skills . Tierney emphasizes the
importance of career counseling
beginning as early as the freshman
year.
In the past , many universities
followed the "lifeboat philosophy,"
ignoring, students until the senior
year when massive effort is made to
plug them into any paid opening.
The result is many dissatisfied
students working in fields outside
their special interest.
To get away from this problem,
UW-SP placement officials have
designed a program aimed at
students just beginning their
college careers. Orientation talks,
resident hall speeches, class involvement, and career guideline
brochures help the studenf decide
what he wants early in the game.
' School seemingly assumes greater
meaning once the· student realizes
the significance of his work and
activities.

UW-SP high
When compared with other
schools throughout the state , UWSP ranks high . The Placement
Office can boast of 16 different
services and a staff of highly
qualified personnel interested in
tailoring jobs to students .
Unlike other universities, UW-SP
has not fudged their data over the
past years. Tierney asserts that all
facts and figures coming from that .
office are straight forward and
accurate. No attempt is made to
paint a rosy picture for the sake of
recruitment.

Central Administration DO\\
requires each academic institution
to submit data in a certain standardized form . This action was
taken to curtail creative procedures
that manipulated information in a
biased fashion. This was being done
in a number of ways such as substracti ng ten percent of the
graduating class in the assumption
they were not looking for work
anyway , or by basing placement
percentages on the number of
. s tudents registered at the
Placement Office alone.

- une01ploy01ent

There's hope
Last year, the U\\1-SP Placement
Office found jobs for students in all
fields . Teaching , a relatively tight
field , was one area where UW-SP
graduates fared well . Education
Right now , Tierney i.s lookinR for
majors received 96 p'ercent.
a sophomore majoring in Business
placement with 66 percent in
work as a Sentry underwriter . He or
teaching positions . Although , this
she must have a 2.5 G.P .A. or
may not look exceptionally imal;>ove . The starting pay is $440 a
pressive at first glance , it is considerably better than the 45 percenC
month.
Along these same lines is the new
national average .
Government Access program . This
Natural Resources , another
problematic discipline, did much • is ta·rgeted at minority students to
allow them easier access into
better. this year . Of 47 Forestry
governmental positions . Hopefully ,
majors , 42 found jobs compatible
Access will facilitate greater
with their major. The other five left
employment in areas where
no forwarding address , so no incultural depravation and prejudice
formation is available concerning
have been a problem.
their current occupations.
In adclition to providing interview
tips, job leads , and resume inGet going
struction ,Placement offers a unique
Cooperative Education program .
U you are a senior this year
Students enrolled in the program
planning to graduate during the
devote one to five periods
upcoming
year , now is the time to
<semesters or summer sessions l in1
get going on job hunting . According
full or part -time training exto Dennis Tierney, " U you're
periences related to career goals.
graduating second semester, you
About 75 interns are now involved
should be in here October . or
in such areas as Sentry , the Forest
November progressively looking
Service, and the Social Security
for help . If you're graduating first
offices. Many more students are
semester , you better get in here
working in the university system in
early September if you haven't done
Accounting, Admissions, and Data
so already ."
Processing.
After making your appointment
The benefits of Cooperative
with one of the counselors , the next
Education include a salaried instep will be a half-hour orientation
come, on-the-job experience, and
session to acquaint you with the
increased chances of employment
services you can expect to receive
upon graduation. Interested
from Placement. Employment
students may also earn from one to
statistics , job leads , interview
three credits if they sign up for
techniques and typed resumes are
independent study with a conbut a few of the things' provided.
senting professor.

Next, the counselors examine
your past records, evaluate your
job market potential, and give
an· honest estimate of your chances
m your chosen line of work . All
effort is made to find the job best
suited to your wants, needs and
abilities .
It's also time to be thinking about
resumes . Knowing what to sat and
how to say it can mean the difference between success and
failure . Employers also check the
copy for neatness and effort.
Anything which comes in a torn ,
yellowed sheet of pa}>er will be
added to the circular file as will
resumes with spelling and grammar errors.

Prime time
Seniors should note that prime
interview months are October and
November of first semester and
Februar.y and March, second
semester. Some previous
knowledge of the companies
stationed on campus can be a big
advantage . This information along
with interviewing dates may be
obtained from the Placement Office .
,
So, if you really want a good job,
get busy now . The Placement Office, located on the 2nd floor of Old
Main is a good place to start.
Procrastination will only lead to the
unemployment lines.

India conquering problems

Triloki Nath Kaul

India has begun to conquer its
problems of food shortage and
population growth , that country 's·
ambassador to the United States
said in a news conference here
recently .
Triloki Nath Kaul, who will end a
three-year diplomatic stint in
Washington D.C. later this vear,
was here to speak-at the · UW-SP 's
annual summer commencement.
An anti-pregnancy vaccine is
being develope<l by scienlisis in
New Delhi he announced, which is
expected to be especially effective
in curbing pregnancies among rural
women . It is being developed for
steroid implant and a nasal spray
operation.
·

A legalized abortion program has
been so successful, he said, that the
government is having difficulty
coping with the demand for that
treatment. In addition, 90 percent
of all vasectomies in the world have
been performed in his country, he
said, and the total birth control
program has resulted in two and
one-half million fewer births each
year.
He predicted zero population
grvwth iii tht: country by·the next 10
years.
Self-sufficiency in food production within the country is approaching , Kaul said , and a surplus
is targeted for 1979. The larger
harvests are being credited to a

favorable monsoon , better seeds,
more use of fertilizers and
irrigation.
Kaul was critical of the "western
media" for giving little attention to
progress being made by the.Indian
Government led by Mrs . Indira
Gandhi in eliminating runaway
inflation, in reducing hunger and
population growth.
Mrs . Gandhi has been criticized
for limiting personal and press
freedom, but Kaul said that "there
is no greater democratic leader
than, Mrs. Gandhi" when she is
evaluated against the enormity of
the problems facing her country.
He described her as ''much more
open than any other democratic
leader in the world."
Pointer Pase 7 Sep«ember 3, 1'71
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Legal Aid Office Opens
The Student Legal Society (SLSJ
is in the process of opening a
student legal aid office with a
lawyer as part of the staff.
John Finn has been hired by the
SLS board to be on campus eight
hours a week for professional
counseling and the training of
student volu nteers .
Finn comes from New York
where he was on the district at·
torney's staff for six years. Being
from New York, Finn said certain
adjustments must be made to the
Wisconsin state laws. He said he

applied for the job because it will be
"a good chance for me to learn , as
well as the students. "
As part of his duties, Finn will
train 15 student volunteers to give
advice in certain legal matters. If
there are any questions the
volunteer cannot fully answer, an
appointment will be arranged with
Finn . Two dollars will be charged
for the appointment, while all other
services are free .
Sue Schlelf, SLS board member ,
said she expects the majority of
those seeking advice to be tenants

with landlord problems . She bases
her expectation on her e_xperience
with the SLS rererral service, which
wasinoperationfortwomonthslast
semester . Of the 30 or so referral
cases that SLS dealt with last year,
a large majority of them were
landlord . tenant problems. she
said.
In addition to the ' counseling
service, there are provisions for the
lawyer to represent a student _in
court. Schle,r said the budget meludes enough money for three
court appearances. However, this

.

would only be possible if the case
brought to court were common
among stu~nts, and such action
would benefit all students.
The Stud~nt Legal Aid office will
be loc~ted tn the University Center
~d will be open 40 hours a week.
Finn said mos~ of September will be
spent developing the fine points or
the program .
The office is funded by Student .
GovemJl!ent, through the Student
Activ1tyFee,andthecostforFinn's
services will be $4 ooo for 1
academic year .
'
he

Chi Id Care Center

Moves to Old Main
The Child Learning and Care
Center, serving 2 to 5 year-old sons
and daughters or students , facul ty
and staff at the UW-SP, is moving
into new quarters at Old Main .
Mrs . Linda Pagel. Cull -time
director , reports tha t the center will
serve more youngsters because the
new faci li ties are larger than the
former location in Peace Campus
Center-Luthera n on Maria Drive.
Previously . the center served 16
children at any one time and this
year that number will be expanded
to 25. The new faciliti es will be in a
suite or rooms on the lower level or
Old Main . Total enrollment is expected to be a pproximately 80.

Battling the crowds at checkpoint.
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Mrs. Pagel announced that for the
first time , the center would accept a
limited number or children on a Cullti me basis- more than seven hours
per day-at a rate or $20 per week
the child or a student and $35 for the
child or a faculty or staff member.
traditional students . A problem , she
believes. is the ract that the center
and its services are not widely
known.
The new location, close to the
· hub or university activity , will give
the center more visibility , she
believes, and also provide the
children more ed ucational op·
por_tunities . such as taking part in
acllv1t1es m the University Center,
Fme Arts Center . and visiting the
museum more frequently in the
Learning Resources Center.
The center , established five years
ago, has a " traditional"

curriculum, according to Mrs
Pagel , who is assisted by tw~
teachers, Mrs . Gayle Venus Bernander a~d.Mrs . Verda Grere , both
of whom Joined the stare last year.
Assistance also is received from
two hired teaching aides, a high
school student in the Youth Work
Experience Program , and a corps
or collegiate volunteers .
Student government subsidizes
the center with a grant which last
year was a~proximately $9,000 and
next year will be about $7 .000. Mrs.
Pagel said less assistance is needed
this year because of the increased
revenue expected from a larger
operation .
People can sign up their children
for attendance in varying time slots
between 7:45 am and 5 pm on
weekdays at a rate or 60 cents per
child for sons or daughters or
students and $1 for the child or a
faculty or staff member.
Many or the users are parents
regarded on campus as .. nontraditional" students . In some
cases they are commuters from
area towns who are unable to find
babysitters in their hometowns or
like the idea ·or being able to bring
their children with them to campus.
Mrs . Pagel said that the day care
center is an example or what the
university is doing to serve nonmitory and the discontinuation or
private rooms . Housing orficials
report that for those seeking off·
campus housing there is plenty or
accommodations available .

Numbers rising
University officials find themselves in the midst or a numbers
game as the Call semester begins .
There are more students than ever
before, .costs are rising. ·and the
budget 1s tighter than ever_
IC yo u came lo the Point to "avoid
the crowds ,.. you may rind yourself
shghtly disappointed . Registrar
Gilbert F~ust reports a record 8600
stu_d ents , mcluding 1900 freshmen.
This Cigure accounts for about 400
students over 1975.
"The bigger the better" is how
mos_t students see it , but to administrators the added students
shed a different light. The hil!h
t?n!"~!!~: ;;.~ r,vi. uniy means larger
classes and more paper . work but
stret_ching _the budget to a s~ambustmg point. More classes than
. ll
usual have been closed es
on . the fr eshman level, ~,aaJ'.
d1t1onal sections to accommodate

these needs are not being opened.
One obvio.us problem is the lack or
monies to hire new teachers and
assistants.
Housing? Well that snag was
eliminated quickly with the re·
opening of Nelson Hall as a dor·
The largest unexpected ex·
penditure is the cost or ruels and
electricity. Last year, the estimate
for utilities was about $530,000. But
like everything else, this figure was
subject lo inflation, and the ad·
ministtators find themselves with a
64 percent increase , or an expected
$879,000 utility bill . One possible

Suiui.iun to the probiem

i:,

a cum-

puterized system . that would
develop a control program ror ruel
and electrical power usage .
However, the budget won 'l allow
such an expenditure, and a ma_ssive
energy conservation errort will be
organized in a few weeks .

Non-traditional approach to Ph.D.
By Deborah Klatt
The Institute on Learning located
in M_errill , WI , has develo~ a nontrad1llonal approach with a nontraditional fee for obtaining a Ph .D.
The institute is run by Val Chilsen
a nd Wilb~r Ka linke , and the
classroom 1s Chilsen 's living room .
Ori gi nall y, th ey s tarted the
program in 1969 at Holy Cross
College of Merrill , where Chilsen
was director of development. The
college has since closed down due to
fund ing problems , but Chilsen and
Ka linke have continued their
program convinced of its effectiveness .
As of August, the institute boasts
22 graduates during its seven years
of operation . Asked if the graduates
were able to secure better jobs upon
receipt of their Ph .D.'s, Kalinke
reported, " In all cases the students
had good jobs to start with." He also
noted that the unstructured nature
of the coursework enables students
to continue in their full-time occupations .
The students seem to '1ike the
- fr eedom , individua liza tion and
iMer security" of the programming
in which they theMselves perform
an active role setting up coursework and degree requirements
said Kalinke. They can also take as
long as they like to complete the
program . " We had one student
spend seven years working on his
degree."
The students choose their area of
interest and work with a committee
of fiv e " people of recognized
competencies and leadership in a

Welcome to
the halls of
higher learning,
Ralph.

.I

sel ec ted fi eld of s tud y." This
committee is set up to help guide
a nd cha nne l a ctiviti es in the
direction of personal goals.
The coursework is mapped out
with an advisor and study can be
done anywhere. " We 've had a
couple of students do all their
coursework in Europe and in all
parts of the United States ," said
Kalinke. " Studies can also be done
with classes at other universities to
supplement your own research ." he
added .
The institute . only offers one
degree, doctor of philosophy in
program design . This degree is
given with the development of a
program that will help change some
aspect of life. One graduate
developed a 16mm film which deals
with a highly structured behavior
modification program . This film
has been distributed throughout the
United States.
Although the institute is not accredited, the directors encourage
prospective students to check them
out thoroughly. "One of our
students wanted to teach at the
Madison campus upon completion
of his coursework and he was informed that his degree would be
acceptable ."
At the present time there are no
full -time teachers in the UW
system , although there are some
working part-time at the universities and the extentions who are
graduates of the institute _
Chilsen agrees that their degree
m~y not carry as much weight as a

degree from Harvard or Columbia,
but he maintains that their's is an
effective way to continue studies.
And they're not in it for the money
he claims . "Why, if .I could get
$1500 for a piece of paper .. .I would
be out there cranking out a whole lot
of them," h.e told Dennis Seig of the
Milwaukee Sentinel in a recent
,interview.
The fees are used for travel expenses and such for the advisors
and committee members when
meeting with students. Neither
Chilsen or Kalinke receives a
salary .
Chilsen ' s academic ac complishments include a bachelor's
degree in joumal~m . But he feels
that his work in local government
and the newspaper business make

Our psychology labs are
Saturday mornings.
But you11 have
the rest of
the weekend
for study.

Here In the
math department
you can count on

learning a lot.

~14.

be expensive, time -consuming, and
even lonel!,l Signing up for a meal plan is the
simple way to cu! costs. save time. and enjoy a
good meal with your friends.
Save money: No matter how much food costs
go up in the supennarket signing up for a ~eal
plan is your guarantee that you r costs won I go
up. And ;, you've got a healthy appetite, your daily
food costs for good ~uare meals on a meal plan
will be less than you'd pay ii you cooked for
your.;ell.
Eating can

him effective and competent in the
evaluation of coursework. Cbilsen is
presently the director of the North
Central Area Agency on Aging .
Whatever Chilsen feels
unqualified to evaluate , Kalinke
oversees. Kalinke heads Marathon
County ' s special education
program . Kalinke has completed all
of his coursework for his doctorate from the University of Minnesota save his dissertation .
The non -traditional approach
seems to be attracting more and
more interest. Although they don 't
advertise for students, the institute
receives phone call inquiries almost
daily . At any rate , the institute
seems to be catching on . Or maybe
it's the very non-traditional fee:
$1 ,950.

Now how do
you feel Ralph?

Save time: The student who cooks spends an
ave rage of 14'\'J hours a week buying food.
preparing it, cooking it. and cleaning up. The
convenience of having your food cooked for you
gives you extra time for yourself.
Spend a little time with your friends: Eating
a good nutritious meal in tlfe dining hall is not
only a time to greet new friends. it's time to

socialize and catch up on the news with old friends.
Sign up for a meal plan-eating that's
Inexpensive, easy, and enjoyable.

Hungry.

UWSP
FOOD SERVICE
FOR INFORMATION
CALL 34.6 -3434
.
.

.
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Nuclear
symposium
September, 7
1316 CHURCH ST.
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SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

Sweat Shirts
Art and Dratting
Spirals
Fillers
Binders

A " Nuclear Power Symposiwn "
sponsored by two organizations that
are opposed to the development of
that kind of energy, will be held
Tuesday, Sept. 7, at UW-SP.
Lectures will inven by :
-state Senator Dale McKenna
CD-Jefferson), a nuclear powe;
skeptic who co- authored an ill fated bill in the legislature that
would have created moratoriwn
on development of nticlear power
plants in W1SConsin .
.
-Mrs. Gertrude Dixon, Stevens
• Point , chairperson or research for
the Central Wisconsin based
League Against Nuclear Dangers.
McKenna will open the syrn .
posiurn at_ 7:30 p .m . in the
Wisconsin Room .of the University
Center with a lecture on "Future
Energy Planning in WisconsinThe Politics of Nuclear Power."
Mrs . Dixon's .talk will be "Low
Level Radiation-The Unanswered
Questions. "

a

• Pens

A question and answer session
will be part or the program.
The League Against Nuclear
Danger is ·being joined in the
sponsorship of the symposium by
the UW-SP Enviornrnental Council
which is comprised largely or
student members who have been
active ,.in lobbying efforts and
dissemination or information to the
public that argue against nuclear
power.

• Markers
• Attache Cases

Sale limited to cash purch11es and excludes Items already
discounted, offer u:plrn Sept. 30.

· The sponsoring organizations
said the symposium is being
arranged as a public service and no
admittance will be charged to the
oublic.

' Based on 7
checks per month
1D per ·check

• 7

70
~S service charge
1 45

• 12

Si74o

You're new here, right? Or just returning after a
great summer - and looking for the kin~ of. banking
services that take the hassle out of settling in.
Citizens has them . Easy to get - easy to live with.

This day pack, de·
signed in 1967, has
becom~ a tradition
among backpackers
seeking an inexpen·
. sive, quality ·pack for
short trips, biking
and summit trips. It
has 2" web straps &
a fronf pocket. About
$11.00

Checking accounts that say "you're living here ,
not just passing through." Instant Savings Accounts
that let you make deposits or withdrawals at anytime .
Simple interest loans that offer flexibility and savings.
Stop in . Check us out . We're the first bank East
of the Market Square.

~·llionr ,-."'11vNAL
•. -~·--· -. -tsANK
-- -
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~

f l STEVENS POINT · WISCONSIN
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Good Ole' LSD

By Mary Dowd
What sort of blinding force drives
a man to trade his own time and
personal interests for the
acquisition of fame an<! glory?
Although wanton power lust and
subconcious fear s of worthlessness
are the stereotyped answers,
Chancellor Dreyfus claims to have
risen to his position as a result of a
religious belief that all men must
utilize their talents to the maximum
in the service of others .
As a young boy , Lee idolized n,s
parents and their careers. At the
age of eight , he decided to become
President of the United States. His
parents did what they could to
foster his dreams , frequently
asserting that his special talents
committed him to the betterment of
humanity.
High school days marked a
significant period in his development . He ran for student government p-resident in his senior year ,
defeating Newton Minnow by a 49
vote margin . Minnow, undawited
by his loss to L.S.D. , went on to
become the dynamic and con- ·
troversial chairman of the F.C.C. so
famous during the Kennedy administration. Lee's wife, Joyce,
also a s tudent at Washington High,
confesses she cast her vote for
Minnow.
In 1944, Dreyfus entered the
service specializing in electronics.
When the first petty officer was
killed , Dreyfus assumed the
position. He was master of arms at
the tender age of 19 and given the
responsibility for 119 men.
Looking back in retrospect , the
Chancellor feels his war exoeriences oroved the caoahiliti~ nf

youth . Matters of life· and death
were being controlled by young,
green leaders .
Coping with
pressure became the way of .survival. W:lli 50-50 odds , each waking
day seemed like a gift.
Upon discharge from the navy,
Dreyfus decided to try college life.
'Math was. hi~ initiAl rhnirP

A

~5:.

m_a jor but after enrolling_ in two

advanced calculus classes·, he fowid
the subject too easy to be
challenging. Radio broadcasting
seemed to hold some appeal, so he
made the switch. In just two short
years he obtained his undergraduate degree. In addition to·
school studies, a romantic courtship
with Joyce and extracurricular
activities, he managed to maintain
a 3.96 G.P .A.
uraouate studies followed ,
cul mi nalingin a Ph .D. in 1957, eight
years after receiving his B.A. from
the University of Wisconsin . He
launched his career as an instructor
in 1951, advanced to the general
manager of WDET and WHA-TV.
From there he became jiTesident of
Wisconsin State University-Stevens
Point and then chancellor in 1972.
m regards to his long range goals,
Dreyfus claims to be " calvinistic ."
That is, he believes what is meant to
be will inevitably occur. Contrary
the whisperings on campus, he has
no master design for his future.
When asked if he would want the
job of U.W . Systems president, a
place in Congress , or the U.S.
Commission on Education, Dreyfus
replied , " No, I would not want any
of them .
I enjoy classroom
teaching the most." When asked if
he would accept any . of these
positions if approached, he replied ,
" Yes, I would ," referring back to
his parents ' belief that one must
make some personal sacrifices in
order to fulfill an obligation to God
for having granted such talents.

-THAT'S RIGHT

*anyFree
Portesi Pizza with
pant or jean purchase
at Men's Wear 1000

*with.
Free six pak of Coke
any shirt purchase
at Men's Wear 1000
(We can't provide you with the
world's No. 1 beer but we figure
you'll know where to get that.)

Lee Jeans, Farah Jeans,
HIS Casuals & Shirts,
Golden Vee & Barracuta
Shirts, -R AC & Grouch
Knits
offer

good
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indeed the future holds in store.
During the upcoming year , the
chancellor will be concentrating on
improving the individual clepartments and furthering the reputation
of the college. In his opinion , the
school is only as good as the
·•student body. " It will be in-.
IPrPS t jpa
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fi:.IPO

motiva ting ·it. ---
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What Co1nes Off at the-PlatwOOd

Coral gets it on
By Georl(e Guenther
" If someone doesn't want to see
it, they don't have to," so says
Henry Duda, owner of the Platwood
aub which features the only exotic
dance show in the Stevens Point
area . The Platwood is locatedabout two and one-half miles nor-thwest of Stevens Point on Highway
10.

On Wednesday, August 25, the
sign outside the Platwood read:
" Four Super Olicks." Upon entering the club on that night one
could have seen Natalie, Miss
Milwaukee, Coral Red, or Shana
moving to an erotic rhythm in some
degree between fully dressed and
all the way down .
Coral Red
The audience was silently con·
centrating on the stage. The stage

was glowing in ruby colored light.
In the midst of the red, a lithe
figure with flowing brown hair was
exposing all the grace of her
femininity . The name she chose
was Coral Red .
Coral has been an exotic dancer
for one year. She claims that she
enjoys it a lot but , "at first it was
embarrassing."
She said she
has a son who is 21 montlis old.
Coral plans to quit the business in
November and go to nursing school.
The leopard-spot mini-skirt clung
to her small waist and nimble
bottom as she rotated her hips.
Coral lowered her dark eyes to a
man in the audience and licked her
lips . A shy smile broke the man's
awed expression .
"I was 140 pounds when I started
dancing, " said Coral . In less than
two months I was down to 110

DeSl"l\) YOlJR O\JN SH I RT5
WINGS, fRATS 7 CL\JBS 1 FR1ENDS
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pounds.. I was one of those office
girls way in the back-no one ever
noticed. I got laid off , couldn't find
a job , and t_hen - I have a girlfriend
that has been dancing for six years .
She got me into the business and
bingo! There I was-on stage ."
There she was! On stage at the
Platwood that Wednesday night .
Her leopard skirt became leopard
panty , and the men in the audience
edged forward in their seats anticipating the final dance in her set.
"It is dangerous being a dancer .
Two of my girlfriends were killedone in Wisconsin Rapids and one in
Fond Du Lac ." Coral said the
Wisconsin Rapids 'dancer was killed
in March of this year.
"Her throat was slashed . I had to
identify her. I came up three !lays
after she had died . They found her
under a bridge, stark naked . It was
so terrible! I was so shook-up that
night that my knees were trembling. " Coral went on to say that
nobody knew her real name. "I just
knew her from her show name. The
onlv wav I could identify her-she
was so badly beaten-she had a
mushroom tattoo on her left thigh."
Nothing was left of· the leopard·
spot costume. Coral writhed in the
red light extending her slender
limbs . It was the fi nal melody in
her set.
"It 's not that I don 't like male
college crowds, but I have to admit
from what I have observed over the
year that I have been dancing, that
they do not know how to appreciate
a dancer ," said Coral: "They look
at a woman as the title "dancer"
not as a woman. You know-we are
women . We do have feelings . My
favorite crowd is middle-age and
older men . They make you feel
appreciated ."
Coral was appreciated that
Wednesday night. When her act
was finished , the crowd issued her a
firm applause . There were some
college men in the audience and
they clapped and whistled along
with the older men.
Natalie
Whereas Coral moves smoothly
and gracefully , Natalie comes on
violentl y. . She thrusts her hips
forward with the force of the recoil
or a 105 howitzer .
Na talie said she did not like being
an exotic dancer. " I don 't like
dancing completely nude. I get
lonely . I get homesick . I get tired
of eating in restaurants ."
.As her act progressed, she jerked
wildly. Her strong legs kicked and
pranced to a go.go rhythm. The
audience turned 'on as Natalie
twisted her head from side to side
and bit her bottom lip.
"I _e nj,?y the money ," said
Natalie . I get paid $300 a week. I
ho_Pe to quit before I get spoiled by
the money ."
Between songs, Natalie leaned
breathlessly against the wall that
?Ordered the stage. She gave all
ner energy to each dance
"I want to be treated lil<e a
woman , not a torte." Natalie added , " I don't like a rowdy crowd. I
hke the men to act like gentlemen. "
When he r act was finished
Natalie collected her costume . Th~
men m the audience were grinning
as they watched her bare bottom
~ unce from the staee to Jiu> .
aressmg-room .
· ·-

Miss Milwaukee
Henry calls her Miss Milwaukee
but her show name is Heathe;
Honey . Heather has been dancing
for fi ve yea rs , and she has been
dancing at the Plat wood for three of
those fiv.e year . Heather was sick .
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Wednesaay night, but on Friday
night she was rar~g to go.
"I like a live audience " said
Heather. "I dance to them~ I'm
m and the crowd."
An expert at using her audience
He.a ther ~oney had the crowd out 0 /
their chairs and pushing toward the
stage. She mo~ed about the fron t
rows of the audience teasing a few
individuals.
"I danced amateur and got offered a job." Heather added " !
was shy at first. "
'
Heather gave a delightful litUe
squeal when she thrust her shapely
bottom into the air . The Friday
night crowd responded by yelling
and stompmg.
She started dancing in Half Day
DI_. Now she dances throughou t th~
mid-west from M:ichigan to Iowa
Heather's act lasred for 20 minutes:
When she finished the· crowd was
hollering "More ! More! More! "

Henry Duda
Henry " Hank " Duda is the owner·
manager of the Platwood Club. He
spends nearly every night at his
club to make sure that things are
running smoothly. " If I had any
trouble out here, they would shut
me down.," said Hank .
If there is trouble, Henry can
handle it. When he was in the
service , he was the lightheav.yweight champion for the 32nd
Arrow Division. "I fought in Boston
Gardens and the Olicago Stadium ,
and I beat the New England AAU
heavy",eight champ when I was a
light-heavyweight," said Henry.
Besides being a boxer. Henry was
the sheriff of Portage County for
eight years.
" At one time I said , 'l would
never have. a lady dancer at my
place,' but it seeined that that was
what the people wanted ." Henry
added , " Most of the time I get along
pretty good with the dancers. Most
of them are pretty good, but some
are not qualified for my type of
show."
" I had one girl come out here. !
never saw her before," said Henry.
" I wouldn't have her slop the pigs
on m y farm . I said, 'I'll give you
$25. I don't want you to dance.' !
finally got her to go and gave her
$25. It was worth it to get rid or
her."
Many of Henry 's customers go to
the Platwood to see him. He is
always open for a game of bar dice.
and he very seldom loses .

Male Dancers
Henry said , "Some of my best
nighl.s were when I had a male
dancer. A male dancer is worth a
lot because I get a lot of couples out
here . When I advertise it, I say,
'Hey gals! It's time to get even with
the guys!' "
"He's gotta• be.a show-piece, not
a deadbeat ." said Henrv. If· he is.
"The girls make more noise than
the guys."
"I had a lady impersonator··YOU
can never tell the difference."
Henrv sutn,:tti ,., ~;~" 't 00°n ~-Fl~~
he was orie . I kind of had my
doubts wheri I told the guys that he
was one , no one would believe
me ."
It has been six years since the
Platwood Club starred presenting
exotitdancers. "At fir.st there were
hassles, but people are getting used
.to it ," said Henry.
. __

He

-

By Bob Shaver
We cannot discuss women's liberation , independence or
freedom in isolation. I'm not for what is called women 's
rights, or men's rights for that matter, in and for themselves.
Oppression of either men or women , as a class, can only
result in· the repression of both.
I am n_ot certain why I was selected to present my views on
this subJect. Though , I suspect, that it is partly due to my
unrestrained criticism of the self~entered, insensitive, inflexibl_e parasitic chauvinists presently espousing the
elevation of either male or female role in society . I support
the "elevation" of neither . I advocate the elimination of both
roles . The traditional societal roles have provided unique
· privileges to each role. The aholition of roles will in itself
revoke the privileges available to each .
Open the jaws of a vice so as to create about a four-inch gap
between the jaws. Inflate a spherical balloon until its surface
begins to touch the jaws of the vice . Up to this point, growth of
the ·balloon in its spherical shape has been. uniform . As we
attempt to inflate the balloon further ,. while restricting its
growth at the two jaws of the vice, the balloon becomes
grossly distorted. Pressure develops between the balloon
surface and the vice jaws, prohibiting growth in those
directions. The growth in the WJrestricted directions is accelerated . Try as we might , additional restraints will not
restore the balloon to its spherical shape.
To .restore the balloon's spherical shape , one need only to
open the jaws of the vice . Removal of the restraints not the
imposition of others . It should also be noted that while the
vice is used to restrict the growth of the balloon , its services
are not available for other purposes .
So , too, it is with people.
If we continue to inject the youth into the rigid, selfdeceiving role of s ociety , can we ever hope to find a wellrounded person? (No pun intended! ) The restrictive,
traditional roles can only serve to distort the growth of
creative, active, genuine, whole persons . I see the characteristics of a mature, responsible and self-respecting person
as including, but not limited to, humility, tenderness, a loving
nature, independence, and intelligence.
Traditionally, our culture has valued physical strength and
its extended representation in the form of political power and
money . The demand for efficiency and a higher material
standard of living has often resulted in the advancement of
those who have eliminated feelings, emotions and moral
misgivings that might have interfered with the immediate
dispatch of the task at hand . I do not mean to imply that the
desired results were necessarily evil, but, that in many cases
the ends have been considered sufficient to justify the means .
If we are to shift the priorities of our society from amoral to
humane, I feel that we need to temper the mechanical
decision making process.
I do not suggest discarding, or replacing a significant
portion of those presently employed in decision-making
positions. I do advocate an infusion of those humane qualities
which are so often neglected or suppressed. The necessary
transfusion of empathy, devotion, and warmth can be obtained from within the system itself. We need only permit
each person TO BE. Every person should have the opportunity to pursue the personal goals, to meet the personal
needs and desires that will result in fulfillment and growth .
We should strive for equal access, for every inhabitant of
this planet, to the social, political , economic, intellectual and
sexual rights.
Due to the limited space available, I will avoid a lengthy
discussion of the issue of equality. No person can ever be
equal to another in terms of capacities, abilities, talents,
needs or desires. We each have our share of guilts, ambitions,
memories and needs.
In short, I am committed to the goal of maximizing the
opportunities for ALL human beings, to develop to the fullest
extent possible , TO BE.

*****

WANTED

*****

Applications are now being accepted for new 'Pointer'
staff. Positions are open in the following areas:
Reporting
Photography
Graphic Art
PaOOucUor,
Anyone with past experience or a desire to learn is
invited to attend an organizational meeting, September
7, at 4 :00, room Ill, Gesell. Contact Mary Dowd,
Editor, 346-2249 if it's impossible to meet at this time.

She
By Joanie Shaefer
Because Bob has so tightly guarded his secret of what he
considers to be the "perils offeminism ," I can't respond to his
opinions in this column . But what I will do is share with you
the perils I've discovered through becoming a feminist.
I want to caution you that these are personal and haven't
anything to do with the woman's movement or any woman
involved in the movement.
"Discovery of attributes" or "Now that you don't want to be
Suzy Homemaker , what the bell do you want to do with your
life?"
In the process of becoming a person , regardless of being
male or female , there are many decisions to be made concerning choice of life style and career . Both are based on our
early learnings, personalities, likes and dislikes and many
other variables of whi9h one major influence has always been
sex .
Personally, I've been lucky . My parents encouraged independence and freedom of thought , even though I was
female ~ They encouraged me to explore a variety of options,
though they considered cooking and cleaning as woman's
work. But I guess nobody's perfect.
Yet , it's only been recently that I've chosen to look at a
number of alternatives and evaluate these as a person with
particular competence and interests, rather than as a woman
whose career should only be that of a wife and mother. The
statement shouldn't be construed as knocking the traditional
role of homemaker, but it needs to be placed in the perspective as a legitimate career for men as well.
"Dealing with anger," or "I never met a chauvanlst
couldn't laugh at ."

·

Rage: When a man asks why we need rape l_!IWS when there
is no such thing as rape. Rage: When you take your car to
the garage and all the mechani,cs smile and reply, "That's
alright, honey . We'll fix it." Rage: When a group of women
want to develop a plan to start a woman's commission and the
mayor says, ."I suppose· this means you 're not going to w_alk
ten steps behmd us now ." Rage: It's very hard to deal with.
I'll admit I don 't handle anger very well. Sometimes I'm
awed that another person can act so stupidly . Other times, I
get on my feminist soap box (as Bob Shaver puts it l and explain what my feelings are .
Sometimes, I ignore it and sometimes I scream, but~ lot of
the time, I laugh at the ignorance I see other people display.
Laughing is useful as a coping mechanism for me when I
know the other person won't understand what l'm' trying to
say, and probably has already labeled me another one of
those "damn woman libbers."
..
"De lining terms for feminism" or Feminism is not female
chauvanism .''
It's easy to look superficially at the feminist movement and
to see it as working only for women . But, this is an incorrect
perception. What the fe,:ninist movement is all abo~t is people
working for the equality of all ~ e .. In this contex!,
feminism is a radical movement, radical m the sense that tt
seeks a deep fundamental change in the social structure as we
already know it.
Some people ask why then a woman's movement, isn't that
contradictory to the stated purpose of equality for all people?
My response to that is, "No." Women as a majority of the
population have been kept out of the mam stream of our
culture. This is documented in every area .
But though it is recognized, in itself, this hasn't altered the
problem or facilitated a solution . Only the emergence of a
WJified women's organization can rectify past errors.
This parallels other movements of social change,-i!81"ly
. suffragettes the anti-war movement, labor movement, and
many others'. The last ten years have shown that the fei:ruru~t
movement is a viable vehicle of change. Hopefully , ti will
continue to change until there'll be no need for a woman's
movement and movements of such .
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Everything you wanted to know

by Bob Ham

So, you've just arrived in Point,
and you're unfamiliar with the
campus . You've heard thrilling
stories about this place, and have
heard the names "Grid " " Coffeehouse," and "Old Mai~" mentioned in hoarse whispers .
Na tuarally , you 're curious.
Wouldn't it be nice if some
thoughtful , creative person would
write an indepth article, describing
these places , and maybe even with
a few pictures , so yolll" CW"iosity
would be satisfied. Well, look no
further. Here is just such an article.
We've taken the tough-minded,
honest, no B.S. approach so you'll

be able to grasp what they're really
like. lf you'd like a few laughs, look
through the descriptions in your
University Catalogue. But first ,
read on.

The Grid
The Grid is an enormous day-care
center for college students, located
in the University Center. Virtually
everyone jlangs out there-struggling artists, sweaty jocks,
casually dressed professors ,
vampires, loose women, and of
course, your basic " IJook suave

drinking coffee" types.
Among
those in the last category are the
local poets, usually seen huddled
around a table, conversing lea r nedly on such subjects as internal
rhyme, sexual aspects of Robert
Frost a nd why so many people
seem 'to think poetry is a crashing
bore .
The Grid 's foremost attraction is ,
of course, its famous cuisine-a
worldly mixture of American International , Heartburn Polka , and
Grecian Spoon , all imaginatively
fried in baby oil , to soothe your
tender tummy and prevent that
dread crippler of college students ,
Digestive Regula rity . The cooks
pul the sa me amount of careful
preparation, imagination , and love
into Grid meals as they put mto
thei r own . Of course , they're all
residents of "The Plover Home for
the Permanently Cramped ."
To help you wash it all down , the
Grid has a number of select ales on
lap , including Olde Darke and
Musty, Olde Take It or Leave It ,
and the local swill , Olde Burpmore _
FarUouder .
You'll soon discover the Grid to
be a ha ndy place lo stop between
. classes for a cup of that famous
Grid coffee, which has , on
numerous occas ions, been compared to carbon tetrachloride,
because of the way it removes
stubborn stains from the insides of
your vital organs .
·
Above all , the Grid is a good place
to simply sit and do nothing.
Nobody will try to pressure you into
buying a drink . Nobody will insist
that you quiet down . Nobody will
mind if you let loose with a primal
scream. In fact , nobody at the Grid
will bother you at all . . Why should
they care about you? Anyone can
tell you're a nurd, just by looking at
you. It's no wonder they ignore you .

Coffeehouse
An adjunct to the Grid, the Coffeehouse 1s " the " cultural center of
the University. Its da r k intimate

atm~spher~ will lend an air of
sophistication to any evening as
well as making it easy to cop a feel.
A number of fin~ local musicians
play there, but eve_ryone talks
loudly through- the sets and
generally tries to ignor~ heni . This
isn' t really difficult, since the place
has acoustical properties identical
to those of a two-car garage.
If you should find yourself in the
vacinity, and have nothing better to
do , stop by the Coffeehouse and take
a close look at the tables . You'll be
delighted. Not only are they gingerpeachy places to park your coffee
and donut, but they're artsy-craftsy
as well: A number of them have
been creatively decorated with
colorful designs, made of peanuts.
pretzels, cheese poofies, acorns,
and a nything else the cleanup crew
was unable _to wipe off.

Fine Arts Building
The Fine Arts Building is, of
course , where the University stores
its fine art-as opposed to good , fair ,
and indifferent art , which is stored
someplace else .
Like Old Main, the Fine Arts
Building is an architectural marvel.
A number -or engineers have
commented on its striking
resemblance to McDonalds , while
others have insisted it looks like the
U.S.S. Enterprise, only j without
William Shatner .
The interior gives the impresion
of vast empty space- which is
actually quite economical ; since
vast empty space costs practically
nothing, compared to bricks and
cement.
Fine Arts is the home of the
departments of Music, Theater. and
Art , as well as 92 percent of the
Weirdo population of Stevens Point.
It must be said, in defense of the
Fine Arts people that , although
some of them are strange , there is
absolutely no truth to the rumor
that they are molded and fired in
the Freshman Ceramics class.
The building featur es the
Michelsen Concert Hall , the Edna
Carlsten Art Gallery, numerous art
studios filled with noxious fum es,
and God knows how many music
practice rooms , which constantly
emit .the most dread ful noises
imaginable.
The building also houses the
Warren Jenkins Theater , which
treated the University to the high
point of its social season last year··
Franco Pastrami' s sensitiv e
production of Shakespeare's
" Julius, Quick Grab that Lady
Before She Escapes ," known . in
some gauche circles as "Juhus
Seize Her ."

Phy-Ed Building
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One th.ing you must admit about
the Phy Ed Building-it has a_l·
mospbere,- And that atmosphere 1s
made up of sweat socks . jock
straps , foot deodcrant s . a n_d
chlorine. lf you 're interested in
pungent aromas, this is the place
for you.
Here you'll find the gym, the pool,
a handball court, several dens of
iniquity, a weight lifting room. a
kung -fu ,parlor , and the most
reliable hot shower on campus.
>I:

.about campus but were afraid to ask
This. is the perfect place to
sublimate your sexual tensions by
batting .s omething around , throwing
something through a hoop or
participating in any of the ~ther
patently offensive intramural
activities endorsed by the
University .
You should also take note of the
Quandt Fieldhouse . This is where
all the big na me rock concerts ar~
held . People go to these concerts to
hear good loud music. share in the
excitement of a live performance
and see what marijuana smok~
looks like under high intensity stage
hghts .

Old Main
Old Main , the most ancient
building . on campus , was built in
1494, with funds provided by the late
Count Borstad Florescu . Old Main
is one of the few remaining
exa mples or genuine Transylvanian
architecture to be found in this
countr y. -lws indeed a tribute to the
Transylvanians. Not only is'it still
sta nding arter almost 500 yea rs , but
it's still serviced by the original
heating system-flaming effigies o[
the Department Chairpersons.
The building has much to offer to
students of the macabre . It 's
literally burst ing with secret
passag·es, false staircases ,
dilapidated rooms , and a host or
other gothic trappings. Last year,
the Natural Resources Department
stocked the upper floors with bats,
using a grant from the Bucharest
Society for the Deportation of
Dangerous Locals .
Several st udents recently
astonished local police by reporting
that they saw the late Count
· Florescu wandering around the dim
hallways of the basement. wearing
a stiff black suit, red vest , and a
long black cape . The story was
dismissed as nonsense by the
police , who recalled that the Count
preferred cardigans and plaids , and
wouldn't be .. caught dead wearing
black. They were however , at a loss
to explain why the students who
made the report s ubsequently
entered the second floor washroom
and vanished without a trace .

A great deal of controversy hasbeen generated lately about
whether or not Old Main should be
destroyed. Its defenders claim that
it 's a prized architectural
possession, and a number of them
would like to see it bronzed . The
general consensus among the
villagers however, is that the
building should be tom down during
the next full moon, and that a large
wooden slake should be driven
th rough the Chancellor's o!fice .

Ppinter office
The Pointer Office is a popular
hangout for the University media
freaks , but don 't let t.l;lat scare you
away. Regular people hang out
there loo, most of them wanting to
find out how a publication as
sophisticated as the " Pointer" is
put together . They 're given the 25
cent tour , and told in simple
laymans terms about the paste jar,
the s tapler, and the crayons .
The editors can usually be found
either in the darkroom developing
fetishes , or under their desks ,
trying to find some place to plug in
their typewriters.
1
The entire staff meets once a
week to discuss relevant campus
issues, and why they should bother
with them , since nobody wants to
read that kind of shit anyway.

interest you in the least. On a bad
day though , you might resort to
looking through the Library's well
stocked, up-!-<Hlate selection of
current bestsellers . Here you're
likely to find a spanking ·new '
collection of Victorian Poetry, the
latest edition of the Dead Sea
Scrolls, and Geoff Chaucer's latest
bawdy thriller.

If you're really .desperate, try the
IMC in the basement---they 're
stoc ked with science fiction ·
paperbacks of all types, from
Clarke's classic " 2001 : The Number·
of Steps in the Drop-Add
Procedure" to H.G. Wells' little
known sequei to "The Time
Machine," "I Left My Shorts in
3,000,000 A.D. "

LRC
Perhaps someday, out of sheer
desperation, you will go to the
Library . You'll probably head
straight for the second floor and
check out the magazines-- ''Wisconsin Journal of Poetry and
Cheese ," "Incomprehensible Art
Monthly . " " Paleolithic Fashion
Annual," "My Weekly Reader"--the selection is both enormous and
completely unreadable . You can
get ahold of a copy or " Playboy ,"
but you have to ask the. lady behind
the desk-who, by the way , keeps a
photo-file of everyone who asks .
The Library also houses over 86
billion books, tapes , and
documents, none of which would
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Featur.e editorial

.Squar

ALCO/IOL
J.IE~E

HAVE ALCOHOL, NEED DRIN!(ERS. Some of the illuminoted beacons of the
Squares' entrepreneurs,competing for the atten_tion of the drinking masses, "lake no
pretense of the nature of trade conducted within . However, while 'Alcohol' and
'Loaders' are tbe blatantly _promoted elements,game rooms do provide alternative
entertainment. Socializing and conversation is possible only to the extent patrons'
voices can compete with over-amplified music.

photos by Matt Kromer
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By Malt Kramar
The local Square's social zoo
reswned Sunday nighi after a tllreemonth lull. For any naive souls on
campus~
~ e " iLY!e wellworn- term £of Stevens Point 's
center of hedonistic functions .
You can't miss it by journeying
westward on Main Street until your
count of the alcohol dispensing
attractions exhausts the fingers of
both hands.
Unfortunately , this quest for the
golden froth is so common , it has
become an almost automatic
response for UW-SP s tudents . The
behavior is so cultivated that some
stwnble home through the maze of
city streets with little cogniti've or
perceptual ability remaining.
If these return trips were conducted in nice, quiet stupors, they
might even go unnoticed . But that is
hardly the case. They manage to
draw attention to themselves by
such gross actions as screaming
and loudly rambling after the 2 a.m.
bar closing, takini! relief of excess
beer in front yards, depositing
partially digested peanuts on the
corner of "Gwidt 's," and contesting
in commode-hugging marathons
back at the dorms or apartments.
This performance is usuall y
preceded by equally obnoxious
behavior in the bars . To many male
patrons , it appears that gra tification of their ''manly displays
of sexual urges " by any female who
passes by, is of paramount importance. If enough beer to prompt
overt gestures such as grabbing and
groping hasn't been consumed .
they can be detected squeezing
through the crowds copping a feel.
Any protest from an unwilling
victim brings 'forth retort s of
"conceited bitch ." Of course , they
are oniy hll.ving fun .
Other activities include spilling
beer on one another , burning
cigarette holes in nylon jackets.
pushing , wrestling.and rn general ,
loud , verbose behavior. All of th1S
for the sake of fun .
That this group should be taken t~
represent all of the Square s ,
student clientele is perhaps unfair.
Not all students are of the
boisterous, drunken variety .
To the contrary , many students
are able to m11intain fairly normal
behavior despite an a lmo st
ubiquifous trait for consuming

time
alcohol. For these students the
Square often provides a common
place to socialize .
One just observation that can be
made of Square-goers, social
aspects aside, is that most students
go there to drink / Drinking has
become an acceptable norm .
Perha ps worse , is · that nondrinking is considered deviant
behavior. With the acceptance of
drin king , along with associated
peer pressures, comes an acceptance of the behavior commo.n to
the drinking crowd.
On this campus , drinking has
become a ritual. What is Thursday
night - without going out and hammerin '? Or Fri d ay-without
hitting the Square ? Or Saturday-if
one doesn 'l stop by the Square after
pa rtying (another form of ritualized
soc ializing with an alcoholic
bracer >?
That the life style of a group of
pe ople seeking to become
.. educated"should indiscriminately
incorporate such irresponsible
act ion a ppears paradoxical.
That alcohol is the most widely
abused drug , and preseots the
greatest drug problem in Stevens
Point, as well as the rest of the
cowllry, will not be belabored here.
That it holds such stat~s should
howeve r , cause sufficient reaso~
for concern on this campus . It
seems all the more necessary when
considering the painful reminder of
the needless death by alcohol ·
overdose of a student last fall. This
occ urred during an initiation
dr inking ritual for Siasefi, a susoended campus organization.
Equally absurd were the condemnations directed toward the
Siasefi organization al that time.
Those immediately involved certainly needed no outside voices to
deepen their pain and guilt.
That tragedy could have occurred
to_a ny one of the many students on
this campus who thrill in overconsumption . It is the.student body ,
itself, which renects an acceptance
of a kohol misuse by its almost
unanimous participation . Not much
can be said for the student gove r_n !"ent and university admm1stralton, who for years have
know~ not only of unlawful hazing
pracltces of this university sanctioned group , but also have been
aware of the prevailing attitude of
the student body .

Aggression. An emotional release provides entertainme·n1 for observers.
This is not meant to signal the cry
for another alcohol prohibition.
That met with the same failure as
the present prohibition on
marijuana . It is recognized that
alcohol has been consumed in
religious and social fwictions for
several thousand years now . There
even exists recorded evidence of
alcohol abuse as early as 2500 B.C.
Although there is now a growing
concern over alcohol misuse , mue
prevention is evident. Without a
preventive mechanism , the lifestyle
of the student is quite conducive to
an escalation of this drinking problem .
Supposed causes of student
drinking are many . For some,
alienation , or a growing gap between ideal social norms and an
individual's personal ability, is a
neat and convenient explanation.
Other cited causes such as despair,
loneliness and day-to-day anxiety
also fall into this arbitrary catchall.
Regardless of which theoretical
explanation one happens to pull
from the quagmire of scientific
literature , some things appear
obvious to the users of alcohol.
Generally, drinking feels good. It
sure beats the tension a biology
exam can promote . A bit of that
ol ' drepressant also aids in relaxing
the sanctions against expressing
sexual desires, boisterous self-expression, and sometimes overt
aggression .
True , the men in blue can form a
"Square patrol" to allow safe
traffic on south 2nd Street, and to
curb some "disorderly conduct."
Likewise, employing a watchful-eye
at the tavern door might lessen the
now of s ub-legal age drinkers , and
prevent a forgetful drinker from
carrying his " yeast excretions "onto the streets .
Regardless of these big brother
tactics. it remains for the students
to change their own behavior . Perhaps the administration and concerned student groups might exhibit their concern in a positive
educational manner rather than
with pwiitive action.
Some members of the drinking
\..vmmu.··f• J h,::".' v< °".:::: ~cs:rc 'or
responsi ble drinking . Now is the
time for those who remain in the rut
of alcohol misuse to accept a more
responsible role . The first step
might be to evaluate one 's own
reasons for drinking . Some positive
forward movement might even
result on our humble , but overindulgent campus .

Many of the ~uares'drinking establishments find it
necessary to employ sanctions

such as this doorcheck.

Hopefully, this keeps alchoholic ' delights' inside and
keeps the underage outside· to prevent f ines or other
penalt;es for tavern owners.
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SCENCEandENVIR.ONMENT~~~~~~~~~~Landscaping spruces up the University

This past summer , UW-SP
students and professional landscapers began a landscaping
project around Allen , De bot and
University Centers . Students ,
working for the Department of
Natural Resources under the
direction of Rick Vanden Heuvel,
and the Bruce Company ' s
professional landscapers planted
trees , shrubs and flowers ; designed
cement and stone walkways ; and
replaced sod with new ground
cover.
The exterior of the University
al ways .
Center was altered in ~
Around the west entrance of-· t11e
Center , ground cover was added in
place of sod, and Andorra Juniper,
Sugar Maple , Hackberry,
Sycamore, and Basswood trees
were planted . Sassafras , Mugho
Pine, Columner Pine, and Andorra
Juniper trees enhance the south
entrance. Along the north addition
of the University Center, a number
of trees including the Maney
Juniper and the Canada Yew were
placed. Also a new walkway, ex-

THE

GRIDIRON

the landscape project. Jerry Dohr
tinually walking on the grass. In
lending from the southwest corner
commented that the program would ·
the past, students had been
of the north parking lot , was added
provide a "proving ground" for
trampling down the grass creating
to the already existini; sidewalk.
studen!S interested in that line of
a brown strip of dirt around tile
The landscaping was the
work .
University Center. Landscaping
culmination of the University
Those involved iq the planning ,
was deemed necessary to improve
Center 's recent additions . · Jerry
actual
work , and future mainthe
overall
appearance
of
Allen,
Dohr, student employment
tainance of this summer's enDebo! and University Centers.
direc\or, said those involved with
deavors,
point out that a great deal
According
to
Jerry
Dohr
,
the
the planning of the University
of time and effort was put into the
planning of the project worked with
center addition thought landscaping
project:· Both Jerry Dohr and Bud
the "aesthetic" needs of the area.
was essential.
Steiner, assistant director of the
Finally , the project was begun as a
Landscaping was also done
University
Center, express the hope
means
of
pr~viding
student
emaround the Debot and Allen Cenployment and practical knowledge · that the UW-SP student body will
ters. At the Debo! Center, pathappreciate these efforts and not
of landscaping skills. Only UW-SP
ways composed of imbedded
abuse the new landscaping.
studeqts were paid for working on
cement stepping stones were laid
out. Sod , in excess of one thousand
yards, was placed around the
center. At Allen Center new ground ·
cover was planted.
The landscaping around .the
Debo! and Allen Centers was
planned by Vanden Heuvel and his
crew . Vanden Heuvel also worked
with Robert Miller of the Department of Natural Resources . As
criteria for plant selection , the
planners sought plants that were
feasible yet aesthetically pleasing.
The bill for the landscaping was
funded from the University Center 's budget.
The final determination of the bill has yet to be
assessed .
However, some indication of the expenses incurred in
the undertaking is available. For
example, the Bruce Company was
paid nine thousand dollars halfway
through the job. Also, salaries for
student helpers at one time totaled
$390 a week.
1:ieveral factors led to the landat the rate of a liter a day would
scaping project. Among these was
By Karen Vanden Langenberg
result in a dose eight times as large ·
the hope that the students would use
as the amount associated with inthe new sidewalks instead of conThe League Against Nuclear
creased leukemia in Australia.
Dangers (LAND) recently filed
Since · the presence of
complaints with state and federal
radioactive wastes so greatly inagencies asserting that the propocreases the chance of serious health
sed Tyrone Energy Park near Eau
problems to those exposed to it, why
aaire , WI, represented "at best,
is there so little concern about the
unverifiable hypothesizing- at
rising levels of these dangerous
worst, willful deception of the
substances that the citizens of
public and local and state agencies
Wisconsin are being exposed to?
by gross underestimation of
Gertrude Dixon , LAND ' s
potential radiation dose and adDlairperson for Research , said the
verse effects on the land , its
problem is that none of what is
products and people ."
happening is illegal. The level,
No radiation is safe, but some
although dangerous, is within the
radioactive materials are esple~al
limits .
ecially dangerous because they
No response to LAND 's comconcentrate in the organs of
ments
was offered by the agencies
humans. Strontium-98, a deadly
yet. Ms. Dixon isn't surprised. She
substance produced only through
admitted it was too soon to expect a
,nuclear fission is constantly present
response. A bearing about this
m milk ; however, the ·amount
energy
park will be held in Eau
present may vary. The amount of
aaire on September :It}- their
Strontium-98 in the milk produced
reactions to the comments sbould
by Eau Claire was .twice the nacome out then.
tional average. Drinking this milk

LAND files complaints

WELCOME BACK·!
THE GRID IS OPEN
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT
SATURDAY 8 A.M. TO MIDNIGtfT
SUNDAY 10 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT

TO SERVE YOU!
STOP IN SOON

-UNIVERSITY FOOD SERVICE-

CANVAS-Heavy No. 8 duck.
Reinforced eyelets on front flap.
4 pockets Including large cargo
pocket. Convertible back harness
with adjustable straps. Can be
wom on back as knapsack or
", 'ir the shoulder'' as a side
ca 1. ,er. Excellent as book bag,
bike bag, or other general pur-

s59s

pose.

--~·GIIUOi~W111N~liU III'
~
OPEN
EVENINGS TILL .8
.
~
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The true story of Clam L9ke
By Barb Puschel

It's not every day one can write a
story along the shore of a northern
Wisconsin laKe
swatting flies
at the same time . It takes a little
longer; there's a sandpiper to
watch as be bobs along the shore. A
sailboat is out on tlie lake and
sometimes a loon or heron, too . Now
and then a bald eagle soars
overhead. Sowids idyllic, doesn't it ?
To spend six weeks on Chippewa
Lake , in the midst of the
Chequamegon National Forest
would be the fisherman's and
naturalist's delight . I doubt all the
C.N:Ir.s tudents feQuired to be there
felt that way, no matter how many
fishermen and future naturalists
there were amongst us .

There are stories from the 120
survivors of the first session of
mosquitos thicker than Sexton
soup, and ticks with an
unreciprocat.ed love for mankind.
Reports are leaking out about
people who never returned from the
swamps while doing their ruffed
grouse surveys. The exe~cise ti~~

never made it back for breakfast.
Some people swear that corners of
40's got up and moved in the middle
of the night , especially when
proving to Dr . Spangenberg that
they really were cruising the northwest corner of the southwest
quarter .
· Some did enjoy the field work, but
they seemed to be the less vocal
Oam Lakers
(Clammer s? J
Some crews really got off on
digging five-foot soil pits through
glacial rock fields, others , on
counting the number of edible twigs
in an acre, (edible for deer ).
Another favorite educational .
exercise was soil SW'veying an
abandoned farm which was left
with a wealth of blackberry bushes
for posterity. My personal favorite
was SW'veying ; you never knew
what you might be able to see
through the transit scope . Did you
know that you can see two full
moons in full daylight with that
scope? No , Virginia; they weren 't in
the sky!
1 ilon 't suppose everyone enjoyed
Clam Lake ; dormitory living ,
cafeteria eating, and six weeks of
unemployment to pay for . But the
situation does have unique advantages. There is the opportunity
to get to know the professors as
people instead of ogres that make
up elq_lms.
The exams
were sWI impossible.

was later amended to read ' 'rough "
grouse . There were canoes t~t
disappeared id the early morrung
mist dW'ing duck stD'veys that

It's also a chance to get to Know
other C.N.R. students outside of
class-at 7 am , groggily getting up
for class after a night at the

Known to every College of
Natural Resources major as the
experience called Oam Lake, is six
credits worth of isolationism in the
boonies of the Clam Lake Field
Station near the crossroads of, you
guessed it, Oam Lake, WI . Not
everyone remembers it fondly .

Evergreen, at 3 a m , trying towrite
a vegetational analysis , and after
six weeks of camp, streaking
through the dining room. Yes, you
get to know them well .
The time does go by quickly , you
discover when you realize that you
still can't tell the difference between the fifteen grasses on your
plant list during the fifth week . Al
the same time you find you have to
prepare for the oral presentation those 30 minute ordeals that assess
your knowledge of your ,assigned
forty acres . You are informed that
for management purposes, you are
to assume your area is actually 640
acres . Does that mean mangaging
for deer sixteen times bigger? I'd
hate to meet a bear at that rate.
By nine o'clock of the night before
the orals, things are getting tense.
Words and phrases like " site
potential, land capability ,
vegetational cover type, and
Hapludoalf" threat to twist your
tongue in public . Walking around
the camp area you can hear voices
in the dark muttering, ' 'Today I'd
like to talk to you about..."
Finally it is Friday-the sixth
one . There is one more obligation
before you may leave, and it is
probably the most notorious activity at Clam Lake in the name of
enriching education-the plant
identification test. There are 100
stations set up in a giant circle, and
you have approximately 200 names
to choose from yotD' memory to
identify them . It sowids like a

fantastic feat. It is . Do you realize
how many plants look the same
when they're all three fee( high with
identical leaves ? But I've got to
admit it was a nice way to say fond
farewells to all my little green
friends (and enemies) on the last
morning .
As with every group experience,
there are innumerable words and
phrases that will bring back
memories , such as Hayward, LWlar
Olympics (use your imagination on
that one) and even, Dr. Bowles'
technical terms li~e '.'Fragipan ."
There is one whole dialogue I'm
sure everyone will always
remember as it reverberated
through the · north woods : " Hey,
Little Mikey, what should you make
no mistake about?
Make no
mistake about it, this is ICWhoa!" And that's the way it was,
folks , at Clam lake in the summer of
'76. What's that you say? They're
basing a new fall comedy on it?

WOULD YOU BELIEVE THE
CONSUMER RATED "BEST BUY" RECIEVER
BY·· HARMAN/KARDON HAS BEEN IMPROVED
FOR THE SAME LOW PRICE?
THE HARMAN/KARDON 330C
IS No·w RATED AT 20 WATTS PER CHANNEL, CONTINUOUS
PO.WEA AT .5% TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION 20-20,000 HZ.
EDISON'S MEMORY
.
IS OFFERING THIS FINE RECEIVER IN A SUPER BACK TO
SCHOOL SPECIAL SYSTEM WITH 'A GARRARD 440M TURNTABLE
AND 2 DIACOUSTIC LOUDSPEAKERS.
ALL FOR ONLY

s3199s

S AVE - DOWNTOWN STEVENS POINT
J:~i:lr~~CONSIN'S LARGEST SELECTION OF FINE
STEREO COMPONE TS
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_Eco-briefs
Juneau', Sanitary Again
The Department of Natural
Resow.ces has granted a sanitary
landfill license to Juneau County for
the operation of its new solid waste
landfill site , announced David A.
Martin , chief of solid waste
management in the North Central
District.
Among the provisions of the
license are a no burning restriction,

and a requirement that newly
arriving wastes be compacted and
covered with six inches of earth
m a terial after each day's
operation .
Because of the geological setting
of the landfill. Juneau County had to
modify the site to minimize the
impact of wastes on water beneath
the ground .
After shaping the seven-acre area
the site was covered with a four-foot
liner and retarder of clay and silty
sand material. The rain and snow
falling directly on the landfill that
manage to penetrate through the
waste will form leachate . However,
the site was designed to provide
adequate filtration of leachate as it
passes through the lining soils . The
volume of infiltrating water , will be
minimized by maintaining
adequateslopes in the active area
and daily covering of waste .
Drainage ditches surrounding the
site will also prevent surface runoff
water from flowing into the landfill
area. When the landfill becomes
filled with compacted waste cells, it
will be capped with a slight dome
that will shed future rain and snow
off the site into the encircling ditches. This surface water will be
carried away rapidly before it has

an opportunity to penetrate where
the wastes lie buried.
Juneau County ' s carefully
engineered landfill is designed to
minimize the operation's effect un
underground water when being
filled during the next five years .
Altllough adverse effects are not
expected, four wells have been
placed at the site to monitor
groundwater quality as a safety
precaution.
Also, a leachate collection system
will be installed to tap off the
leachate should it begin building up
in the landfill . This is a safety
precaution in case the filtering soil
should become plugged.
The Juneau County landfill is
viewed by most towns and
municipalities in the county as a
needed link in the total solid waste
management system . Several
municipal sites in the county are
filling up or are under DNR orders
to abandon by September 30, 1976,
due to poor site locations.
In general, local governments in
Juneau County have a difficult task
of finding disposal sites that are not
too close to bedrock or groundwater
or in wetland areas. The operation
of the newly constructed Juneau
County landfill provides these
municipalities with an acceptable
alternative for solid waste disposal.

Plant Reduce, Foam
The present foaming problem
associated with the discharge of
effluent into the Wisconsin River at
Rothschild by the Weyerhaeuser
Company will be corrected when
the company's new secondary
wastewater treatment plant is
placed into operation sometime
next year, says Thomas E. Bashaw,
environmental engineer for the
Department of Natural Resources.
Part of the engineering design of

the treatment plant is intended to
correct the piping arrangement
that presently causes a mixing of
air and wastewater prtor to
discharge and which produces the
aesthetically displeasing river
foam .
Ironically , the !oam became
apparent on the river below the
Weyerhaeuser plant after the
company started up its primary
wastewater treatment plant. A
contributing factor to the foam
problem , Bashaw reports, is that
the company was required to
discharge its wastes beneath the
surface and across the width of the
river tn provide immediate mixing
and dilution. Even after this was
accomplished the foam problem
still existed .
The primary plant presently is
removing 20,000 pounds (dry
weight ) suspended solids daily from
its wastewater discharges. Though
the effluent is cleaner, the
mechanics for releasing the
wastewater causes it to foam and
gives the false impression that
pollution loads have worsened, said
Bashaw.
Using secondary treatment next
year, Weyerhaeuser Company will
achieve an 88 percent removal of
the biochemical oxygen demanding
CBODl wastes from its plant effluenrwhich compete directly with
fish life for the available oxygen.

Water Committee Meets
Water quality planning for the
Upper Wisconsin River Valley is
now underway in the Valley. The
technical advisory committee for
"208" areawide water planning met
for the first time Monday, Augusts,
in Stevens Point to organize,
discuss assigned tasks and review
expectations already designated by
the Environmental Protection
Agency.

A water quality management
plan study for the Upper Wisconsin
River is mandated by Public Law
92-500, Section 208 (the Federal
Water , Pollution Control Act
Amendments of 1972).
The Department of Natural
Resources is managing the project

Getting the Lea~ Out
Steel shot has been er~posed for
waterfowl hunting in designated
zones in nine states along the
Atlantic Flyway this autumn , Interior's U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service announced in the "Federal
Register" on July 28, 1976.
It is estimated that about 2
million ducks die in the United
States each year from lead
poisoning that results when birds
swallow spent shotgun pellets while
feeding on marsh bottoms and other
waterfowl feeding areas that are
used by hunters.
The proposal to begin using steel
shot in zones of the Atlantic Flyway
is based upon the finding that the
problem is most widespread in this
flyway.
The progressive
implementa lion of the program
westward over the next three years
is designed to allow time for 311\.·
munition manufacturers to develop
production capabilities. While steel
shot is the only available substitute
for lead at the present time, other
types of non-toxic shot are being
investigated and may be avatlable
in the future.
The steel shot proposal was made
only after intensive studies of the
problem, extensive public ~e~te on
available courses of action to
correct it, and the publication by
the U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service of
a final environmental impact
statement.

NUCLEAR POWER SYMPOSIUM
FREE TO ALL

•
r

.TUES_DAY, SEPTEMBER 7TH, 7:30 P.M.
WISCONSIN ROOM UC

FEATURING LECTURES BY:

* State Senator Dale McKenna (Dem. Jefferson)
"Future Energy Planning in Wisconsin:
the politics of nuclear power" ·

* Gertrude Dixon (LAND Research Chairperson)
"Low level radiation-the unanswered questions" .

*************************************************************************************

Question and Answer Session After Addresses

*************************************************************************************
v' Sponsored by the UWSP Environmental Council and the League Against
Nuclear Danger (LAND).
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I am Joe's soul

By Bob Ham

I am a marvel , an enigma , an
indescribably complex reservoir of
human feelings. Compared to me ,
the other organs of the body are just
a bunch of cheap entrees on the
human menu . I am the sparks in the
old green garden hose that Dylan
Thomas babbled about. I am the
rich brown ale of eternity in the
throw-away six-pack of mankind . I
am Joe's soul.
A nwnber of Joe's other organs
have told their stories in previous
articles , but I don 't think they ·ve
shown you the ''real" Joe- the
one that matters . How could they? I
mean , just what the hell does. a
pancreas know about the mysteries
of life?

Joe usually thinks of me as a sort
of catch-all for his emotions ..Late at
night , when he gets to thinking
about things, he uses me as a kind of
book-of-answers, through which he
sea rches for truth . (I've tried to tell
him that reading at night is bad for
his eyes , but he won 't listen .)
When he 's in a poetic mood , Joe
envisions me as a wispy vapor
floating arowid inside of him-a
kfnd of airfdiaphanous sheet that is
immortal , wibowid by the laws of

nature, and never needs ironing. All
of these ideas are correct , to a
certain extent. I am a rather airy
little sucker, and l can be seen
occasionally spitting in the eye of
physics. Not only that , but I'm a
great dancer .
My shape can vary . depending on
Joe 's diet , and the length of time
since he last successfully completed
a left turn . Most of the time, I am
shaped roughly like the bottom of a
shoe. and can be found in the small
space between Joe's temporal lobe
and his big toe .

street. I would secrete geriatracyn
causing him to feel good about life'.
On the other hand , ifhe helped a girl
scou t in to a dark alley and wrote the
prime nwnbers from one to onehundred on her itsy-bitsy merit
badges. I would secrete per vertracyn , causing him to feel
unpatriotic . I have tremendous
control over these secretions. If I
didn 't, and even secreted a litUe bit
t~ much of them . Joe might
become meditative and take up the
sitar, or talk to himself on buses and
trains .
I store inside me everything Joe
has ever learned about good and
evil. This da ta comes into play
throughout Joe 's life, guiding his
every action . Sometimes this has
unfortunate results . For instance , if
his father used to tell him it was
against God to mess with girls, l
might cause Joe to feel guilty about
making love to his wife, even
though this activity is perfectly
natural and commendable .
(Especially commendable. You
should see his wife....:! mean , the
man is a sweetheart.)
My most important attribute, as
far as Joe is concerned, is my
durability . Yes , Joe 's glands may
go dry , his brain may turn to
shredded wheat , his bladder may
blwider, but his soul is made of
sterner stuff. He will never have to
worry about my qeeding an
operation- although his church
should be sued for malpractice .
Just because I'm immune to
physical disease, however , doesn 't
mean I'm perfect. On the contrary ,
when Joe is caught in the grip of a
mora l dilemma , I'm liable to be
bothering him more often than his
bladder.

He bothers me , too . During his
little crises , I am ransacked at all
hours of the day and night- usually
without a search warrant.
I am a lso the victim of numerous
misconceptions and quack ideas .
Joe has been reading a lot about
soul travel , and now he believes in
it. He thinks I can leave his body for
ind efinite periods , traveling
through t me and space at the speed
of thought , testing the boundaries of
infinity itself. Frankly , I don't even
like riding in cars .
Jo e a l so believes in reincarnation . I hate the idea . After
sticking with this clown through
toilet training , jU11ior-high, twenty
years of wedlock, and the American
Legion, I'm going to end up in the ·
next life as a bullfrog? It 's insane !
Some of Joe's friends say that
when he dies, I'll go to a place
called heaven , where everything is
perfectly swell . I can 't say whether
this is true or not - I haven 't read the
advertising literature. Joe 's friends
say heaven is a great place , but I
heard the same thing about L.A.,
and that turned out to be a hole .
All in all , very litUe is known
about me. Even I am not sure of my
full potential , although I am taking
a class in T.M.
There is so much I'd like to do! I'd
like to leave Joe 's body during a
poker game, and see what
everybody has. I'd like to fart in the
Louvre and make the Mona Lisa
frown : I'd like to talk dir\)' to girls .
But , alas, I must remai n clean , or
Joe will suffer a moral collapse, and
become a vampire or something . If
only l were an afghan. or a throw
rug- something with a little less
responsibility .

Once in awhile, I am jarred out of
place . and sent rocketing out of
Joe's nose for a few seconds . Joe
calls this sneezing. He wonders why
people say "God bless you ," when
he does this . He should know that
without this simple precaution , I
might become traooed outside his
body forever . )Either that or I'd be
forced to re~nter him through an
alternative orifice- I don't have to
tell you how distasteful that might
be .
One of my vital fwictions is to
help Joe determine right from
wrong, by secreting certain hormones, vitamins, and a pinch of
salt. For example , if Joe were to
help a litUe old lady across the

adidaS

The Paul Bunyan
offers Ala Carte dining
at sensible prices

OPEN II: 15 - 1· 15
MAl!LA.T WATER,
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Biological Society
Beta Beta Beta Biological Society
is an honorary and professional
It stimulates interest,
group .
scholarship and research in the life
sciences.
Since there are four
classes of membership , nearly
anyone significantly interested in
the life sciences can qualify.
Membership categories are: active , associate , graduate and
honorary .
Annually , the local chapter,
Lambda Omicron, sponsors local
participation in the Wisconsin
Biology Bowl. It also supports
participation
in the Eastern
Midwest District Convention in
which undergraduate research
reports are presented.
UW-SP: .
students have contributed heavily
to this convention and won many
prizes for the quality of reports
presented . The local chapter also
sponsors an annual awards banquet
in which outstanding biology
majors are recognized. "Tri Beta
News" is published periodically by
club membership.
Tentative plans for the ' 7&-' 77
school year include promotion of
biology luncheon seminars , ,-pecial
lectures by research specialists and
job opportunity personnel , field
trips to research laboratories and
other kinds of programs . Charles
Luthin is the chapter president.

Spanish Club
The primary purpose of the
Spanish Club is to relate our study
of Latin America and Iberian
cultures to individuals and groups
who are interested in exchanging
experiences and gaining knowledge
of Spanish and Portugese peoples .
Through Spanish Club, UW-SP ·
students and area residents come
into dire<:t contact with Spanish and
Portugese speaking associations ,
families , and individuals during
cultural meetings on campus and at
gatherings in Wisconsin and the
immediate mid-west. Indirectly ,
Spanish Club leads to job, study,
and travel opportunities in the
Spanish and Portugese speaking
areas of the U.S., Latin• America ,
and Iberia .
Officers are elected each fall.
The membership fee is one dollar
per semester.
The current
president is Linda Peabody and the
advisor is Melvin Bloom, Dept . of
Foreign Languages and Comparative Literature, Announced
meetings are held fortnightly, and
all interested in the purpose and
activities of Spanish O ub are
welcome.

University Writers
University Writers was conceived
in t934 by Raymond P . Whearty, as
a social and intellectual club for
Business Ad ministration majors
interested in poetry. It wasn't unW
1969 that a group of students with
broader goals formed
University
Writers., in order to
meet with other students interested in writing, and with
professional writers. To this end ,
University Writers has sponsored
approximately twelve poetry
readings , lectures, and seminars
per year .
•
Another important goal of the
organization is to publish the works
of local writers.
"Portage ,"
" Portage 1975, " and "Portage
1976," annual literary magazines,
are the result.
ff you are interested in joining
the group , or attendi ng, the activities , watch the
Pointer and
campus posters for details, or
contact Don Romundson at the
Harmony Bar, or Dave Engel in
room -205C, CCC.

Environmental Council
'The purpose of the UW-SP Environmental Council is to create
and develop an environmental
awareness and concern throughout
the UW-SP campus and the
surrounding comm1U1ity . Using our
ideas and those of related local,
state , and national organizations,
we try to implement programs that
will better the condition of our
environment.
The council has a small part time
staff and relies heavily on volunteer
efforts to carry out its projects.
We are funded through Student
Government which allows us .t o get
into a wide range of environmental _
projects:
The ECO-TAC, , a
biweekly newsletter published by
the council , keeps the campus ·
informed on local and national
environmental matters. -We also
run a library containing recent
publications, periodicals, ·and
extensive files on environmental
issues :
Dr . Ric h a r d
Christopherson, chairman of the
Political Science Department, is the
organization 's advisor. The council
is located in room 109, Collins
aassroom Center. Office hours will
be posted on the door . Stop In, the
enviro~ment needs your help.

UAB Skin and Scuba
Diving Society
The U.A.B. Skin and Scuba
Diving Sociiety is dedicated to
providing an atmosphere for the
social exchange of diving experiences , and providing a center
for organizing and unifying skin and
scuba diver 's activities . The
society's goal is to promote more
enjoyment through understanding,
appreciation , and better education
of underwater diving . The society
promotes the development of
swimming skills , physical fitness ,
and water safety skills .- Regular
meetings are highlighted by divingrelated films , specia l class
presentations of unusual interests,
and unique topics of discussions .
We offer a full series of basic and
advanced diver certifications as
well as a full range of diver-related
safety courses. Our diver courses
include: The Basic Course in Skin
and Scuba Diving (st~ting Oct. 1) ,
Open Water Course , Advanced
Open Water Course (2nd semester J,
and Divemaster (2nd semester ).
We are also offering Specialty
Certification Institutes in Search
and Discovery (Sept. 18, 191,
Equipment Repair (Sept. 25, 26) ,
and Ice Diver (2nd semester ).
Our safety certification courses
are offered to both divers and nondivers. They include Red Cross
Bas ic First Aid , Advanced
Lifesaving, and Cardio-pulmonary
Resuscitation .
A dive vacation is planned during
Christmas break to the F1orida
Keys.
We also offer dives
throughout the state year round.
Our next meeting is at 7 p .m . on
Sept. 8 in rooms 125 A and B of the
UniVt:nsiiy Cenier. We are having a

welcome back party , so whether a
diver or non-diver, come and join
us .
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UMHE
u.M.H.E . is a co-operative
Protestant campus ministry of the
American Baptist, Episcopal ,
Methodist, United Church of Christ,
and Presbyterian Churches. Its
programs include monthly contemporary worship celebrations using song, dance, media , Biblical
and contemporary readings as well
as t.he spoken word . Sunday
evenings at 7 p.m . in the Peace
Campus Center Sanctuary; filmdiscussions in such areas as persand ·social values , selfonal
understanding, spiritual growth ;
growth retreats with small
groups; and personal counseling for
any need through the U.M.H.E.
minister at Newman Center.

L.S.C.
L.S.C. is a sharing community of
students, faculty , and staff from
UW-SP and the young adults of
Stevens Point. Worship services
and most of our programs are held
at Peace Campus Center. Sunday
morning celebrations are at 10 a .m .
followed by an informal coffee hour .
The Peace Center is open most
evenings for study , conversati')!!,
T .V. watching, or getting together

with friends . Weekly programs
include Bible study, folk choir ,
seminars, retreats , pre•marriage
seminars , and small growth groups.
Counseling is available at the University Christian Ministries in the
Newman Center .

The S.A.F . , Stevens Point
Chapter established to promote
forestry , share new scientific findings , cultivate close-working ties
and improve student-teache;
relationships . Currently , there are
110 members . The greatest advantage of being a professional
society member is to enjoy a free
placement service advertised
monthly in the " Journal of
Forestry ." Our sincere Invitation
to join the club is always open.
Contact chapter officers Pat{E)qrst,
president; Dana Belton ~ Tom
Hoesly; Louise Bourbonnais or Carl
Lee , Advisor.
Among some of the scheduled
activities, are the establishment of
an arboretum, the conclave
scheduled on September 25 at
Jordan Park, and a Oiristmas
banqUct. A number of outstanding
lecturers will be invited tospeak al
the meetings .
Also as a club
member, you may be called upon
by the Whiting forest ranger to
participate as a firecrew member .
Here you learn some fire fighting
· techniques and a sizable income
can be ea rned as well .

ANTS
The Association of NonTraditional Students <ANTS) has
been formed to meet the needs of
older students on campus . Any
student6 who are attending· the
Wliversity after having had a break
in their formal education are
considered as non-traditional.
One goal of ANTS is the education
of non-traditional students about
the services available at the
university. Along with discovering
what is available for ANTS , the
group intends to inform the administrative offices and the faculty
of the needs of the non-traditional
students as they differ from the
traditional 18 to 22 y;;a, -viu
students.
The first meeting will be held
Sept. 9, at 7 p.m. in room 125 A and
Bin the University Center . Officers
will be nominated with elections
being held at the second meeting .
For more information call Kay
Kurz (341-6898), or John Timcak
(346-3361) .

F
English Majors Club

The International Club

Campus Crusade for Christ

Last spring, a group of interested
students and faculty formed a
campus English Major's dub. The
ourpose of the club is both social and professional, offering an opportunity for English majors to
better know each other and their
faculty, and encouraging them in a
deeper involvement in the
profession.
The first event for the new year
will be a faculty-student picnic to be
held on Thursday, September 2, at
4:30 p.m . in Iverson Park .,
Students interested in joining the
English Major's Club are invited to
attend the picnic or call the English
Office (346-4757) for more ' information. We urge all majors or
potential major~ •. as well as English mi nors , to JOtn the group. The
year ahead promises to be an
exciting, productive one for English
students and faculty .

The International Qub is com prised of foreign, as well as
American students , some faculty
and staff members of the University, and Dr . Marcus Fang , the foreign student advisor .
Our objectives are to help
promote international understanding and friendship ;
to
provide opportunities to exchange
val.ua ble knowledge and experiences ; to share our cultural
heritage and customs with one
another; and to promote a sense of
global consciousness among ourselves, the community of students ,
and the townsfolk of Stevens Point.
Membership in the International
Qub is open to ALL UW-SP•
students. Interested students ma y
either stop m the International Qub
office in the University Center or
contact Dr . Marc. Fang at the
Office of Foreign Students , 014
Nelson Hall , (346-3553) for further
information·. Students interested in
becoming members are invited to
attend our welcome picnic to be
held September 3, at 5:30 at Bukolt
Park.

In the fall of 1973, Jesse James
with his famil y, moved from
Boston, Massachusetts to Stevens
Point to begin the Ministry of
Campus Crusade for Qlrlst, International at UW-SP.
Meetings are held every Wednesday night at 7:00 p .m . in the
James home . Conferences and
retreats include: Cllristmas Conference , Dec. ZI - January 1, at the
Radisson South Hotel in Min neapolis, Minnesota; Daytona
Beach Conference, March 14-20.
Also on November 1, a multi-media
presentation will be shown on
campus which is a light and sound
study on death . It is entitled, "U I
Should Die! "fhestaff are availa bl~
24 hours a day for personal raps ,
group raps , and one to one counseling.
There is no membership as such .
If someone is interested in
developing the spiritual dimension
of his life, we are available to be of
service in any way we can.
The Campus Crusade movement
is not affiliated with any
denomination or church . We are not
a church in ourselves either. We are
interdenominational and have as
our point of unity a personal
relationship with Jesus Christ.

The Community Club
The Community Folk Dancers
invite everyone to join them for
recreational international dancing
one evening a week. We publish our
meeting times in the Calendar of
Events in the Pointer .
Our big event each year is a folk
dance marathon, when we invite
folk dancers from Wisconsin and
~tinnesota . This year on October 9,
we will sponsor the Third Annual
Harvest Moon Folk Dance Festival
at the University Center .
All
persons interested in international
folk dancing for recreational enjoyment should call 592-4239 (toll
free from Stevens Point) for additional information.

The Psychology Club
The Psychology Club is an
organization which pro v ides
programs of interest covering
broad areas of psychology for individuals who are interested in
psychology. Membership is open lo
all individuals who are majoring or .
minoring in psychology and are
students at UW-SP.
The primary objectives of the
Psycholgy Qub are to provide
students with similar interests an
opportWlity to meet and to excha nge ideas and information , to
oromote general inte rest in
psychology , and to encourage
faculty and student interaction on
an informal basis .

Christion Science Organization
The C h.r is ti an Sc I enc e
Organization at the University of
Wisconsin - Stevens Point is an
informal group of Christian
Scientists and those who might be
interested in Chrisitian Science. We
meet regularly once a week for
testimony meetings where ideas
concerning physical , social and
academic problems may be shared.
The organization also holds social
and inspirational activities such as
lectures, workshops , picnics , and
ski trips. The organization would
like to invite all students and
faculty to join us at one of our
meetings. These are held Thursdays al 6:15 p .m . at the University
Center .

P.E.P.S.
The School of Health, Physical
Education., Recreation and
Athletics encourages active student
member s hip in
P . E .P .S .
organization .
This acronym
re presents Physical Education
Profe ss ional Students, an
organization primarily serving the
interests of students pursuing a
professional career in the teachingcoaching of physical education,
athletics, health and recreation.
The executive board is constituted by the student officers and
class representatives who are
elected each spring by the membership.
For. further information see the co-advisors Dr .
Vera Rimnac and John Munson or
Dr . Robert 0. Bowen , assistant
dean , School of H.P .E .R.A ., or Mike
Strey . P .E.P .S. president.

U.A.B.
The University Activities Board
<U .A.B.) is the largest and most
diverse programming body on
campus .
The purpose of this
organization is to provide entertaining and educational ac tivities and events for the entire
campus.
Currently U.A.B.
is
working toward this goal through
eleven programming committeesAudio -Vi s ual,
Coffeehouse ,
Concerts, Courses and seminars,
Films , Homecoming , Outdoor
Recreation , Performing-Fine Arts,
Special Events, Travel and Winter
Carnival- --and three suppart
committees-the executive board,
public relations , and publicity.
Over one hundred people work at
U.A.B. during the year .
Even one hundred people cannot
meet the needs of the entire student
body . We need your help very
much . We need your help as a
committee member , but even more
importantly , we need your ideas,
your criticisms, and your praise. If
you don't tell us we are not meeting
your needs , we don't !mow. Drop us
a line or stop by to talk with us . We
are located on the 2nd floor of the
University Center (346-24 12), and a
list of officers and committee
chairpersons is on our door'.

TAP.P.1.

Womens Political Caucus
Women's Poliljcal Caucus, a
ewly formed organization , is
es1gned to acquaint campus
eaders with one another and the
orki ngs of the university .
l eetrngs consist of group
scuss1ons concerning issues on
ampus and in the commWlily at
arge . Through a combined effort of
lent and resources , the members
pe to produce some concrete
lutions to the problems which
nvariably arise during the year .
Heavy emphasis is given to those
alters directly affecting women.
n the past, Women's Pollllcal
•••us has been involved in such
mgs as equitable athletic funding ,
Upport of Women Helping Women
d the continuance of free pap and
Ivie examinations.
.Membership is open to anyone
th leadership abilities and an
nterest in bettering campus life.

The History Club
The History Club is a studentfaculty organization designed to
encourage informal discussions
The . club meets twice monthly
during the academic year, wlln
each meeting focusing on a bo<!k or
subject of particular historical
interest.
Meetings usually last
about one hour . Depending on the
size of the treasury, refreshments
may be served after . meetings ..
There is always a curhng party m
December, and a beer-and-sports
picnic in May.

The rllth's offl-:e is COPS <!?7.

Dues are one dollar per year , and
the only requirement for ·membership is a desire to talk about
history . Interested students and
townspeople are encouraged to
contact either Robert Arhg1aru ,
William Skelton, or the History
Department Office .

WWSP-90FM is back on the air
and is anxious to get into the swing
of things again . Our prime purpose
for being here is to serve the
campus and the commwiity. We
want to inform them of what is
going on. To do this we need your
help.
U your organization is having a
meeting, or sponsoring an event, we
can help you spread the word . Send
or phone in lo us the necessary
information (type qf-event, time ,
place, sponsoring group, etc.) , and
we will put it on the air . There is but
one catch . We ask that you contact
us a week in advance of your event

so that we can spend the deserved
time doing our best.
Please keep us in mind. We're
here to serve you. Our phone
number is 346-2696, and we're
localed in the new Communication
Building , next to the University
Center.

The mission of the
UW-SP
Student Chapter of the Technical
Association of the Pulp and Paper
Industry tT.A.P.P.U is to promote
education in the science and
engineering of pulp and paper
· manufacture, and to encourage the
professional development of
students preparing for careers in
the paper and Allied Industry ..
This student chapter of
T.A.P.P.I. is one of four such
chapters nationally and in 197&-76,
numbered 97 members . On the
average, between 40 and 50 people
attend the monthly meetings which
feature a guest speaker from industry and a papermakers social
hour <or two) afterwa?"d! .
T.A.P.P.I. fields teams regularly
in lntramurals and does on occasion
win. In addition to the monthly
meetings , a spring a,nd fall picnic is
held each year. Dr . Michael J .
Kocurek , " Doc " is currently
chapter advisor .
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Super-kicker Bob Hoffman lets one fly.

Pointers gear up
for opener
By John Rondy
The Aerial Circus staged a sneak
preview of what is to come this fall
with an intrasquad scrimmage at
windy Goerke Field Saturday.
Coac - Monte Charles directed his
squad of 85 through a two-hour
session with the offense going
against the defense . Field goals
and extra points were used but
punts and kickoffs were scratched.
Charles said he was happy with
the team 's overall performance but
indicated that the first stringers are
rusty from Jack of playing time.
The Pointer running game ,
always a sore spot, showed marked
improvement.
Steve Stokes , a transfer student
from Grand Forks, S.D., stood out
on the second team offense scoring
on a 20-yard draw pl ay and making
some heady runs on screen pass
plays .
Charles said,"Steve looks pretty
good, but he's been out of football
for two yea rs and it shows. But he
just needs some experience and
he '11 be ready."
With the running attack looking
up and a solid offensive line the
Pointer boss feels the opposWon
will have to respect the run more .
" We pass so damn much our

running game should be effective,"
quipped Charles .
The Pointers are still trying to fill
the hole left by all-eonferen·ce
center Orie Sjoberg , who
graduated.
A scout from the Detroit Lions of
the National Football League
drafting pool was at the scrimmage
to reportedly check out Rick Peot
and Bob Hoffman.
Charles noted , ' 'They're very
interested in Hoffman because he'll
be available next year."
Reed Giordana was in form ,
running, darting, and hooking up
with favorite receiver Jeff Gosa a
number of times.
" Reed runs the ball · real well
himself , and he 's a better runner
right now than he ever has been,"
sa id Charles.
Commenting on next Saturday's
home opener against Lakeland,
Charles said , " I know nothing about
Lakeland . We 're just going into this
game blind , and I prefer it this
way ."
He added, " I'd just as soon let our
kids play position football regardless of who we _play." We're just
working on fundamental football
right now ."

Quarterback Club
wants student m·e mbers
When you think about. the Pointer
football team , probably the first
thing that comes to mind is the
Aerial Circus, right? The record
setting offense and their passingwhiz quarterback are always
making news with their interesting
style of play . In fact , they 're prolific
enough to have bumper stickers
proclaiming themselves " The
Number One Passing T.eam in the
Nation."
Lost amid all the media hype is
the UW-SP Quarterback Club, a
growing organization of Pointer
football backers. As they say on
their combination brochure membership application form ,
· "The Quarterback Club is active in
building community interest , being
iissociated with and promoting the
football program at UW-SP. "
The fact is , the QBC is looking for
student members . In the past , the
six-year-old booster club has been
seen by many as sort of a select
group of individuals .
Well , charter member and
President Bill Nuck wants to shed
that image . He wants student
members, and lots of -'em. Said
Nuck, "We used to meet for the fifth
quarter (after every home game) at
the Holiday Inn. I think that scared

What's happening
Monty?
away a lot of potential members.
However, this year we'll be meeting
downtown at thi American Legion
after the games, and hopefully
more people , especially students,
will feel more welcome at the
Legion ."
As a member of the QBC you
receive a truckload of benefits: gettogethers, dinner meetings , sports
award banquets, the chance to get
to know Pointer coaches and
players, - season athletic tfckets
at a discount , reserved seats for all
home basketball and football
games, and of course, your QBC
membership card .
A student membership is $5.00. U
you're interested in joining: pick up

an application for membership at
the Phy . Ed. building. If you have
any questions call the · Pointer or
Bill Nuck at 341-1944 .

"Oh well, it's only a preseason game"
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DUNG~RREES
PAINTER PANTS
FLANNEL SHIRTS

BRiNG IN A COPY ·oF THIS AD FOR $2,5.00 OFF 0~
ANY NEW BICYCLE IN STOCK

MA I N STREET
MEN 'S WEA R

WE HAVE 1, 3, 5 & 10 SPEEDS NOW IN STOCK
SUCH BRANDS AS
• FUJI
• GIT ANE
• SEKAI
• PEUGEOT
• VISTA

SHIPPY
SHOES

LIMIT 1 COUPON PER BIKE -

OFFER ENDS SEPT. 10, 1976

HOSTEL SHOPPE LTD.

MAIN AT WATER

1314 WATER ST. -

STEVENS POINT -

341-4340

STUDENTS~Why Settle For Less?
LIVE AT THE VILLAGE ... THE ULTIMATE IN· APARTMENT LIVING
301

N. MICHIGAN - STEVENS POINT, WIS.
EACH APARTMENT HAS

-t,;

tJ: INDIVIDUAL HEAT

2 BEDROOMS AND TWO FULL
BATHS WITH VANITIES

CONTROL
tJ: P~NELING IN LIVING ROOM

tJ: COLOR COORDINATED RANGE

AND REFRIGERATOR, DISH·
WASHER AND DISPOSAL
-t,;

-t,;

tJ: TELEPHONE OUTLET IN

EACH ROOM

COMPLETEL.Y FURNISHES IN
MEDITERRANEAN DECOR

tJ: LAUNDRY FACILITIES
tJ: SEMI.PRIVATE ENTRANCES

CARPETING AND DRAPES.

tJ: EACH STUDENT IS RE·

tJ: AIR CONDITIONING

SPONSIBLE FOR ONLY HIS
SHARE Of .THE RENT.

tJ: CABLE T.V. HOOK-UP

g MONTH ACADEMl·C YEAR INCLUDING VACATION$
-

SUMMER LEASES AVAIL~BLE

FOR 1NF0RMA110N
AND APPLICATION
CONTACT: -

tlte Village
301 MICHIGAN AVE.
CALL 341-2120 .

BETWEEN 9 A.M. & 5 P.M.
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Chinese opera revisited

By Bee-Leng Chua
We never tired of the festivity
brought by the traveling opera
tr oupe who came to perform in our
district. Rather it added to the
fes tivity because they often came
on such auspicious occasions as
Chinese New Year , or Ching Ming ,
an equivalent of western culture's
All Soul 's Day.
Ove rnight , a platform was
quickly erected from four posts .
The roof was made from the dried
fronds of the Nipa palm . Three
sides were open while the back wall
served as exit and entrance into a
make-shift dressing room made of
dark and heavy canvas curtains
that enclosed a portion behind the
stage .
It was here . We were elated for
the excitement it promised. For us ,
then children , it meant permission
to stay out past 10 pm . It meant an
extra dollar to spend on the
valueless but indulging trinkets of
the vendors ; a few skewers of spicy
mea t broiled over a portable
charcoal grill , or a steaming bowl of
shrimp noodles with my good
friend, Mei-Ching .

Around the platform, other
transients pushed their wares in
three-wheel carts or let them swing
in baskets balanced on poles .
Amidst the milling crowd, they set
down their carts so the pe.~ple could
examine ten and twenty cent items.
It was Ching Ming and the opera
was to be held in an area skirting
th e boundaries of the district
cemetery. By no means is this
distasteful , for the Chinese have a
very wholesome · outlook on death
and the dead . We make as much
ado at the departure of our loved
ones and friends as we do at their
birth . That night , as we trekked
through a n area of the graveyard to
get to the " theatre," we_apologized
to the mounds of earth we could not
avoid .
We reached the blaze of
flourescent lights , and found MeiChing 's grandmother-sitting on the
stool she had brought along _ Seats
were not provided, so one either
brought a stool from home or stood .
Sponsored by the local Chinese
Association for this festival , the
troupe was1o perform their songs in
the Hok.kien dialect since residents
in the a rea were predominantly
desc endents from the Fukien
province in China .
Running through the throng to the
back of the stage, we caught
glimpses of the actors who in
various stages of costumes were
either sipping the last of their tea or
applying the final strokes of paint to
their faces .
Clashes of cymbals, clack-<:lack
of wooden clappers increasing in
rapidity , and the blare of the "Haotung" or trumpet, provided " the
overture. The show had begun!
Experiences from childhood

OUTDOOR
RECREATION
ADVENTURERS
Check the newly_ established rideboard located just as you enter the
Recreational Services area in the
U.C. The board was established to
provide an avenue of communications to those persons desiring a
buddy or buddies, a ride or riders
for an adventurous weekend backpacking, canoeing, skiing, biking~
rafting, sailing, inner tubing, rock
climbing, scuba diving or whatever.
FIND OTHER INTERESTED
PERSONS AND SET IT UP!
INSTEAD OF SITTING AROUND WISHING

. DO IT!
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included the traveling Chinese
Opera which came at least t~ree
times a year . Already at that time
in Singaoore. a countrv whose
population comprised mostly of
descendents of Chinese immigrants , it was a . dying pastime . ·
The older people were the only ones
who could understand the recitative
prose and intonations accompanied
by the instruments of old China .
The older youth generally chose to
meet and mingle with members of
the opposite sex , while the younger
ones , like Mei-Ching and I preferred
to sit by grandparents hoping to
absorb some aspects of an ancient
dramatic art.
Chinese drama has had its share
of evolution and change . It was
during the Tang Dynasty CA,D. 618-·
907) that acting began to flourish .
Songs made their entrance when
dialogue alone was not enough to
arouse audience interest. Dance
developed when it was realized that
hands and feet moved involuntarily
to song .· Thus dancing could be used
to help interpret or enhance drama .
Changes occurred as dynasties
succeeded one another until the
dance reached the ripe conventional movements and symbolism present in today's performance .
One outstanding characteristic is
the bareness of the stage . The
background is merely painted on a
peice of heavy cloth which can be
rolled up to reveal the next act. The
scene may be a bridge flanked by
banks on which houses slol>d. Or it
may be a hilJy terrain where a
battle is taking place.
The
remaining props may be a chair or
a table that represents a mountain
or the court of an emporer. The
simplicity requires the actor to put
forth his power of suggeshon.
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In Oiinese opera , tne object of
pursuit is lm ideal .and not
recreation of physicr.' reality . The
actor does not use a horse if he is a
warrior on horseback . He can,
however , coordinate · his facial
expression with hand, finger and
leg movements to the accompaniment of, let's say, horsemounting music , that corresponds
rhythmically to every g~sture and
mime.

Themes of plays reflect the
Chinese mind and tradition . Such
stories are handed down over the
centuries without much change .
The plots are familiar to most of the
audience . They anticipate the part
when a young minister at court is
faced to choose between duty and
Jove of his favorite courtesan.
Themes also expounded such
virtues as heroism, loyalty , fidelity
in marriages and filiality to one's
parents . In the feudalistic society
of old China , morals ·of duty and
l_oyalty suited the landlords and
province rulers , thus the theatre
grew under feudalism .
Before the 2oth century, there
were a few oppressive features in
Chinese opera . Those who chose the
stage and those who were fated to
be actors by family tradition , were
subjected to low status , although
their talents were enjoyed . In many
plots , feminine roles were often
inferior . to the "lao -shen" or
masculine roles .
This system changed in 1917, due
to an ambitious and talented actor
who played · feminine roles .
Through him , women characters
could be superior to men in wisdom
and courage. Dr . Mei Lan-Fan was
thus able to establish dignity and
· re s pectability in the acting
profession .
The reason why men could be so
successful in feminine roles is that
the·actor himself is an unimportant
element. It is the conveyance of
general character types that is
essential. People are to identify
with the character types . Each role
has its own peculiar gestures, voice
pitch, song intonations and body
movements.
Furthermore. costumes an\!
masks are not made specifically for
any play but for the general
character types .
There are
costumes for vagabonds , warriors ,
and scholars . The colors of the
costumes together with the pseudorealistic back scene, are brilliant
enough to· make the characters in

-

Conf.
hand embroidered in silk and satin
hues . Consequently, a costwne
may take a long time to complete.
Each petal or dragon scale and
finally the whole, is the sweat of a
silent seamstress.
.
While magnificent costumes are
worn by emporers and men of high
position , the drabber hues and less
ornamentation are reserved for
characters of little importance. For
example, a lean actor in an emporer 's role is given bulk by the
·' Mang," a wide robe of stiff
brocade with a hoop belt encrusted
with semi-precious stones .

The mask must harmonize with
the character's role as well . Evety
color. and curve painted onto the
fa ce is symbolic. Slanted eyebrows
exaggerated m bold precise strokes
denote courage and determination
When a face is broken up by line~
and.~on trasting colors , it is the "pohen worn by evil men . Calm
smooth. faces unmarred by such
contortions represent scholars and
heros . The function of face colors
are multi -faceted. Men of courage
and high honor have red faces
Those lac king have mauvei~e
co~jP'ex}ons . be
lon11 to m~n of
r ou u\ a~~s
althog h' h ude d1spos1 .t 1ons ,
ug
avmg the capacity for

bravery and loyalty'. Yellow
signifies men of contemplative
strength and wisdom . Devils and
demons possess green faces . A
totally white face expresses
treachery and evil passion.
The Chinese are not devoid of
hwnor. Like Sh!!kespearean plays ,
which often have a part reserved
for the comic, the " Ch 'ou" in
Chinese opera is indicated by a
white square on the nose. <This
character lends hwnot lo lessen the
intensity of a tragic love story or a
sharp lesson in morahty . "Ch'ou"
may also be seen on servants and
vagabonds.

Traveling opera troupes are
becominl! less popular as theeleclronic media lakes over . Patrons
feel that they could be just as
enraptured when they sit in a cool
air~onditioned cinema, unaffected
by the vagaries of the weather,
watching a scene from " White
Snake Lady" on the screen . Opera
is also perlo.i;med on television.
However , the traveling opera of
15 years ago on a make-shift stage

is still inforgeltable. Like the Pied
Piper of Hamelin , it drew people
from their homes, intermingling
ga1ty and festivity with an art
evolved through history by my
ancestors.
·

Music Education by Sh.inichi Suzuki
repetition , every note and intonation becomes imbedded in the

consciouslless.

By Bee Leng Chua
as faraway stations as Texas and
I had seen this girl challenging
Soul,b;,'Carolina.
her brother in an exciting game of
Ftor/i August 17 to 22, all his
foosball in the basement of a dor- audiences were "students" as he
mitory at UW-SP . An hour later, I ·tirelessly , and wilh lasting enwas to see her again , this time on a
thusiasm gave nwnerous lectures
stage with about fifty other on the teaching i:,oints of Talent
violinists, all playing the hawiting Education and demonstration
but majestic classical melody of lessons in his rather halting
"Gavotte" by Rameau. She looked English.
barely nine years old , but again her
"The conventional method of
other companions were an im- learning how to play a musical
pressive assortment of physicaf instrwnent does not permit a child
maturity from six to sixteen years . to start lessons until he is in fourth
They were performing before grade," said Mr . Harlow Mills, one
teachers and parents in the final of the guest faculty from Pasadena,
Violin Festival concert which was Calif.
the climax , after five days of
Mills said thal the Suzuki method
lessons , practicing , and recitals at allows children· to play the violin
this Summer's American Suzuki before they can read musical notes.
Institute of Stevens Point at the
For a three-year-old child, learning
university.
The institute in its seventh year is a melody is comparable to learning
headed by Margery Aber , a UW-SP one 's mother tongue . We know that
music professor who is also one of on e 's own language is not
the earlier pioneers who brought genetically determined but
the Suzuki Talent Education acquired through learning , the key
being our ability to hear. Dr . Suzuki
movement to the United States.
himself believes that if a child can
IL was truly an auspicious oc- listen , he or she can play . To incasion as Dr. Shinichi Suzuki , the crease one's hearing sensitivity, a
77-year-old founder of the Suzuki child is urged to listen to records of
method of early music education , melodies , and is familiariz~ . jle
was present from Japan , to conduct then imitates the sounds on his own
the 75-member faculty and hun- instrument. Through perpetual
dreds of students with parents from

Concentrating on one skill at a
time , a child soon masters each
step, until his pieces , poise , posture
and response to the tempo become
natural to him.
The gradual transformation into
. such impressive talent does nol
come easy. Many parents can
testify to that fact. Tbe ·Suzuki
method demands a conviction from
· the parents to be totally emerged in
the child's environment.
" It is not a matter of dropping a
child off at his violin or cello lessons
and picking him up an hour later
while one goes shopping for
groceries, " said Mrs . Harriet
Collier from Lexington, KY.
As a mother , she said that the
Suzuki method required her to be by
her two children during their
lessons and learn alongside wilh
them .
Dr . Suzuki said at one of his
lectures, "The mother and teacher
is a nice combination." 'Ibis meant
that like the child, she will be affronted with handling the instrwnenl and will experience the

initial moments of awkwardness .
When she slri kes a sour note , she
will appreciate her child ' s
frustration as she struggles to
recorrect each mistake. Bul she is
also encouraged lo observe how lhe
teacher corrects faults , so that she
too becomes the teacher within the
walls of the home .
There seemed to .be a consistency
expressed among parents about
these budding musicians. Dr .
Domingo Lee of Indianapolis said
that more often the children are
motivated to learn because of the
rich musical enviornmenl they are
in . The summer
inslilule
congregated children al all levels of
ability . Dr. Lee said that the Suzuki
method of individual attention on
each student is complemented by
group sessions. The students are
motivated to excel as they watch
their peers perform. Learning from
his own as well as other's mistakes,
each student soon understands that
mistakes are part of the progress .
Dr. Lee went on to say that students
acquire confidence in a group and '
become unafraid lo perform before
public audiences .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
UNIVERSITY FILM SOCIETY
PRESENTS:
·
ROBERT AL TMAN'S DETECTIVE COMEDY

I

'1he ·Long·/ Good-Bye"
STARRING ELLIOT GOU!D

TUESDAY, SEPT. 7

$1 .00

7:00 & 9:00 P.M.

PROGRAM BANQUET ROOM (U.C.)
FROM THE DIRECTOR OF M•A•s•H & NASHVILLE

.

l

ADMISSION $1 .00
otnler
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Afternoon of art

Try

•

jumping off
a mountain.
Rappelling . . . descending a precipice by
rope and the seat of your pants. It's the
fastest way do.wn. Except for free fall.
Rappelling is one part 'o f a challenging
academic and extracurricular program
offered by Army ROTC.
Anny ROTC students learn to lead. To
manage people and handle equipment.
Then, as active Army or Reserve officers,
they take on more instant responsibility
than is available in most other jobs right
out of college.
If you're looking for the challenge of
leadership, in college and afterwards, look
into Army ROTC. Besides, we might let
you be the first to jump.

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT

IT TAKES TO LEAD.
For details, contact:

Art Horris or Bob -Browne
2nd floor of SSC Building
or coll 346-3821
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and Ronee Blakely, it is also a film
about America. Weaving the plot
around the lives of 24 characters
during an eventful music jamboree
it probes the path America has
followed and has yet to pave. It's
release is appropriately timed in
America 's Bicentennial year . UAB
will feature this classic on September 2 and 3.
On the 9th and l<lh, the followin_g
weekend offers a Gary Cooper
movie, " Bright Leaf." The
background is Western and it
portrays a real picture of the
gro"'th of the Tobacco Empire in
this country , casting Cooper as a
romantic star .
" Woodstock ," booked for the
third weekend of September, won
the 1970 Academy Award for Best
Documentary Film . Michael
Wadleigh , the dir~tor brings the
audience to that three-day rock
festival which 400,000 kids had
made the pilgrimage to see. Among
the many rock artists who took
part , the three-hour musical
marathon also hil(hlighted those as
Jimi Hendrix, Joan Baez, Crosby ,
Stills and Nash, The Who, Ario
Guthrie and Santana. Woodstock
will be in the Wisconsin Room at the
University Center.
From the novel by James Grady
Sydney Pollack brings us "Th~
Days of the Condor ." It is a high
tension thriller with Faye Dunaway
and Robert Redford as two fugitives
from the CIA. "Three Days of the
Condor " will be shown on the ~d
and 24th.
The last film for September is a
movie biography of Billie Holiday,
the greatest blues singer in
America . Diana Ross plays "Lady
Day" who was born in poverty in
1915, rose to stardom, and at age 44
, died of drug addiction. Thursday,
September 30.

"Art in the Park" is her.e again in
Stevens Point. Scheduled for
Saturday, September 25, from 10
a.m . to 5 p.m ., it will take place in
Iverson Park.
For the seventh year it hopes to
offer the public an impressive array
of a rts and crafts activities performed and exhibited by local artists of all ages. In addition, fun and
entertainment in music and dance
will accompany the entire day.
" Art in the Park" once more
extends an invitation to those who
are interested in demonstrating and
exhibiting their favorite or special
skill in any medium of a"rt and craft.
Applications to register as a
participant are still open and
available. They can be obtained in
the lobby of the Fine Arts Building
and will be indicated by a large
poster .
Mrs . Diane Beversdorf, chair. person for "Art in the Park," advises and reminds all applicants to
submit their completed forms by
September 13. They can be sent to
her at : 120 N. Second Street,
Stevens Point , WI 54481. Or they
ll!ay call her at 34Hi656 for
miscellaneous information .
-Artists have to provide their own
display tables and props, however,
snowfences will be supplied on
request.
In case of rain, the art festival
will be postponed to the following
day and may take place at the
courtyard of the Fine Arts Building
at UWSP . Ample announcements
will be made to inform the public
and participants of such changes .
A special annual event for the
community of Stevens Point, " Art
in the Park " welcomes all , and is
repeating its promise for an afternoon of entertainmen~ and funfilled activities to everyone who lil=-:::M:IOc:M::ICICC:,,C:IOc:M::ICICC::>Gli

comes. •

Attention Writen

UAB announces

film

Un iv ersity Activities Board
<UABl heralds the first •month of
the Fall semester with five films .
All the . films will be shown in the
Program Banquet Room at the
University Center unless indicated
are are scheduled'for 6 :30 p.m. and
9 p.m . on Thursday and · Friday
evenings.
Keith Carradine sang "I'm Easy"
in "Nashville" and won himself an
Academy Award for best song.
Robert Altman's "Nashville" is in
its 159 minutes , not only a selection
of country and · western music
performed by Nashville's top
musi~al talent such as Karen Black

Pointer's Arts and Culture section
invites promising writers to submit
their works of short prose, poetry,
or limericks as a special feature .
Interested persons should send
contributions to :
POINTER
121 Gesell
Attn: Arts Editor
OR .
Deposit them in the POINTER
Box beside the Gridiron in the
University Center .

+--~--------------~

BE AT PEACE! :·

I
I
I
I Join us for our -first worship celebration I
I of the school year.
I

: SUNDAY, SEPT. 5, 10:JO~A.M. t

! ""'!~E.~~Jo~EI/!-~ ~~~~., !
f

TELEPHONE 346·4448

I

P.S. _EARL'{BIRDS MIGHT WANT TO MAKE THE
9:30 A.M. BIBLE STUDYI

I
I

~------~----------~

[REVIEWS!
ll'ashington Fringe Benefit
lly Elizabeth Ray
Dell Publishing, 175 pages, $1.75
lhebomb<hdl
nm~I hythc
blondt:
n·hobtc.,mt'

. Tie.

Wash1ngto1.
Pringe
GJ3ene.it

have collected an annual $14,000
salary plus fringe benefits.
The n?vel ends (al long last) on a
sour nole when BatUe marries a
different mis tress . Liz claims to be
appeased when Bright promotes
her to Mistress Number One .
Iron ically enough , the morality of
those acc used is not the central
issue . It 's Ray's contention that s he
was placed on Wayne Ha ys ' payroll
for sexua l purposes alone that, is
causi ng ala rm . Within hours of
hearing the report . Thomas Henders.on . chief of the public-integrity
. scct,on or the Justice Department,
~

G£/izabeth GJs. -Ra,

Reviewed by Mary Dowd
" I can't type . I can't file. I can't
even answer the telephone, " taunts
33-year-old, shopworn Elizabeth
Hay on the cover of her new
Ray, the self·
autobiography .
co nfessed mistress of many
congressional celebrities now·
reveals all in Washington Fringe
llenefit.
Needless to say , this litUe sort
porn delight is a big hit on Capitof
Hill . Although Ray uses fictitious
na mes due to journalistic legalities,
she asserts that all characters and
co mpromising situations are
exacting and free or distortion . The
true identities or her insatiable
partners remain readily discernible
£or anyone with any imagination .
Her story begins in a ricke ty
trailer house in the boonies or North
Ca rolina .
The daughter of a
tobacco-ehewing mother and a onenight stand rather, Liz is deter·
mined to rise above the hillbTlly
depravity surrounding her. She
identifies with Marilyn
Monroe
an d spends her early years
daydreaming or fame , fortune , and
sex.
And of course , promiscuity
proves to be the secret of success .
Liz learns at a tender age that the
best way to get ahead is to Jet
somebody get a litUe behind. Sh
seduces one man after another until
landing a job as a telephone
operator in none other than that
hallowed city , Washington , D.C.
While wa ndering around th e
Ca pitol , s he stumbles into an
a morous congressman who jots
down her name and number. As
soon as the wife and ' kids step out ,
he's on the phone inviting her lo his
apartment. Liz is ecstatic over this
big break. Even though the sex
leaves something - to be desired .
s he's quite satisfied knowing that
she's " only a pillowcase away from
the presidency ."
Shortly thereafter·, Senator
Bright enters the scerie. He hires
her a t tlie taxpayers' expense to act
as a mascot and general tour guide
for office visitors. Liz is thrilled
with the ne~ j'ob especially since
the Bell Tel_ephone Company had
l!red of trying to teach her
anything .
But all is not roses: When Liz
balks a t being asked to seduce one
of Bright's more repugnant
associates, he threatens to ter·
minate her employment. Like the
loyal employee she is, Liz goes
through with the escapade and then
runs to the bathroom to regurgitate .
Finally , Senator Battle takes Liz
under his wing, providing her with a
plush , private office. He commands
her to make love to others' while he
dr.ools on the sidelines . For these
ser vices rendered, Ray Claims to

I..

Tull Comes to Chicago
Within the walls of the Chicago
S,tadium , the sweet aroma of
various " big city" blends delivered
us from the choking metropolis
smog .
In keeping with their normally
astronomical attendance figures,
Jethro Tull had no difficulty
drawing a capacity crowd on
August 6.
Though the night was cool, 20,000
sweaty rumps were already
adhering to the wooden seats.
Mesmerized by the synchronizing
rays of a revolving globe, the crowd
welcomed Star Castle, a delightfully
talented back-up group for Tull.
None loo soon, Ian Anderson,
minus a few curly locks, appeared
in his form-fitted leotards boasting,
" Here is a tune · you all probably
Un·
know as well as I do."
controllably , we rocked to the
rhythm or the perpetual Thick as a
Brick as the familiar melody filled
the hall.
Aeling as his own puppeteer,

dema nded the FBI investigate the
incidents.
H ays, t h e 65 - year-old
cong~essman from Ohio , openly
admitted to the relationship but ·
staunchly maintains she performed
legitim ate clerical duties while in
his em ployment. Other past employers. Democratic Congressman
Mendel Davis and Kenneth . Gray
seemed lo have escaped the glare of
the limelight.
;
Throughout her nefarious career ,
Ray preferred Democrats but wa5,
known to go bi-partisan on occasion
much to the relief of the majority
Anderson aanced about the stage
twirling and thrusting his silver
flute (and his pelvis) into the air.
Even from the mezzanine, the
narcissistic pleasure on his face
was obvious as he teased the
audience with the antics of his
sweatv loins.
After apologizing for " having
finally gone electric ," Anderson
explained that it was necessary ,
" because neither you nor I would
have, been able to hear this next
tune ." Hardly restrained by the
plugged-in guitar, Ian tranquilized
the crowd with "Wonderin' Aloud."
Still holding the best for last, Tull
burst to life again with a few of
the more energizing tunes from
their most recent release, Too Old
to Rock •n • Roll, Too Young to Die.
"From a Dead Beat to an Old
Greaser" is typical of Tull's
material foraged from the outcasts
And who might the "Pied Piper'
be?
The massive stadium hardly did
justice to the acc~ustical cuts from

party . Many representatives expressed serious concern about
losing the respect (and the votes ) of
their constituents .
· As for the book 's literary merit,'
little talent is shown . The writing is
unimaginative, overly simplistic ,
and painfully repetitive. Liz Ray 's
writing style even.makes sex sound
boring.
No a ttempt is made to explain the
shallow nati!l-e of everyone's actions . The book's purpose warrarits
serious questioning . Was it written
for money• Revenge? Truth is
truly an elusive thing.
Minstrel in the Gallery, but Tull's "I
output ,punctuated their obligation
to the audience .
My favorite part of the concert
payed t;ribute to the faded-eoveredalbum of 1971. A/lualung continues
to affect us as an emotional stab in
the back. Al tim~ half-expected a
kick in the pants as Anderson took
on his traditional flamingo stance.
Tull's personnel remained stable
from Thick as a Brick through
Minstrel in the Gallery until
December, 1975, when bass player
Jeffery Hammond opted out of the
group to pursue painting and family
life. He was replaced by John
Glascock .
,Remaining on
keyboard is John Evans, and on
drums and assorted percussion is
Barriemore Barlow.
After lwo encores (the second of
which I could have done without>,
my eyes finally lost sight of Jethro
Tull. But even as I settled down to
sleep five hours later , my ears were
still ringing. I wonder if I'm getting
too old to rock 'n' roll .
_.,

Announcing new lower pnces on

Texas Instruments

electronic calculators
1270 - $14.95
2550-11 - $34 .95
SR-50A - $59.95
SR-51A- $79.95
SR-52 - $299.95
SR-56 -$109. 95

University'
Store
Universtty Center

346-3431
SR-51A

SR-56
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Calendar of Events
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Friday, September 3, 1976

Saturday, September 4, 1976

Textbook distribution , 8 am-5 pm
UAB film , 6:30 & 9 pm, PBR
<UC)

Football, Lakeland , 1:30 pm,
(Goerke Field )

Sunday. September 5, 1976

Monday , September 6, 1976

UAB-AV Coffeehouse , 2 pm -5 pm ,
Coffeehouse UC

Textbook distribution, !Oam-2 pm

Labor

Day Holiday-no classes

1'T

-

I
I
I
I
I

Tuesday, September 7, 1976

Wednesday , September 8, 1976

University Film Society movie,
LOVE & DEATH, 7 & 9:15 pm ,
(PBR- UC )
Environmenlal Council
NUCLEAR POWER LECTURE,
7:30- 11 pm , Wisconsin Room
Textbook distribution , 8 am-9 pm

·1.;:::::._

RHC film . DR . STRANGELOVE,

Textbook distribution, 8 am-9 pm
RHC film DR . STRANGELOVE,
- 8 PM , DeBot Center

Thursday, ,September 9, 1976
UAB film BRIGHT LEAF, 6:30
·&9 pm , PBR- UC
Textbook distribution , 8 am-9 pm .
Meeting for Med Tech Juniors
and those applying for internship
(mandatory) at 6 pm Rm . Al21
COPS

TOP NEW RELEASES . -$4.8 ·1
Best Pyrex and Shock Resistant Plastic Bong Selection in Central Wis.
Pointer Page

30, September 3, 1976

Friday . September 10, 1976
Textbook distribution, 8 am-9 p~
UABfilm , BRIGHTLEAF,6:30 &
9 pm , PBR-UC

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1

Can-1

Student Gov 't " Meet the
didates ," Solicitation Booths-UC,
~ noon-5 pm .

-----·

1

FREE STUDENT CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

FOR SALE

RELIGION

Senior Honor Society m eeting .
Wednesday, September 8 at 4 pm
Communications room , University
Center .

One judo gee. Small , size 2. $10.
Call Gail at 341-6122.

The Evangelical Free Church. The
Rev . Fred Moore , Pastor : 341-0013.
Sunday services : 9:30 am . College
classes and elective courses . 10 :30
am worship . YMCA Building, 1000
N. Division .

The Law School Admission Test will
be given at UW-SP on Saturday,
October 9, 1976. Individuals interested in taking the LSAT should
contact the Counseling Center, 014
Nelson Hall , Ext. 3553 for application materials . Registration
postmark closing date is September
9. This is the only time the I.SAT
will be given at UW-SP during the
1976-77 academic year.
The Office . of International
Programs is taking applications for
Semester II (of the current school
year ) in the Far East and Semester
1 im-78 in Britain, Poland , and
Germany.
Tentatively, there may also be a
program in Spain, Semester II of
the current year , and one in India ,
Semester I of 1977-78. Inquiries
and applications (on a tentative
basis) will be accepted.
Students who are interested may
ca ll or visit the International
Programs Office, Room 113, Main
Building . Early application is
advised .

Used paperback textbooks for Eng.
101. Soc . 102. and Psych . 100
courses . Extremely good condition .
Call Sandy at 341-2284 .

JOBS

Peace Campus Center-Lutheran
will begin worship celebrations for
the school year this Sundav morning , Sept. ·5, at 10 :30 !' m . Bible
Study will beheld at 9:30 am . at the
Center, Vincent and Mana Dr .,
behin<,! the Tempo store.

Pointer keypunchers needed.
Applicants must be reasonably
good typ'ists. Experience helpful
but not necessary . Will train. A
paid position . Inquire NOW at 113

Calculator at Clam Lake Field
Station. If it's yours, call Greg at
341-6122 and describe it.

AKC Brittany Spaniel pups. $35
each. Have had first shots for
distemper. Call 592-4137 (not long
distance ).

Gesell, or call 346-2249.
Drummer a nd lead guitar players
needed for a jazz-rock combo.
Vocal and doubling experience not
required , but preferred. Please
phone 341-4685 and ask for Bob .

FOUND

L-------------.J..------=====--...,

WELCOME STUDENTS
eBeer
• Liquor
eWine

.soda
.._...,,. ID . m
• Snacks'
0
SOUTH POINT BEER & LIQUOR
2800 Church St. - Business Hwy. 51 South
Open Dally Until 9:00 P.M.

r-Mf-lUCIY;r--~-,
k:f:J~'On
l
I FRI., SEPT. 3-CIRCUS

SAT., SEPT. 4-CIRCUS
Thurs., Sept. 9Mon., Sept. 13Thurs., Sept. 16Thurs ., Sept. 23Thurs., Sept. 30Mon., Oct. 4Thurs., Oct. 7Thurs., Oct. 14Thurs., Oct. 21Thurs., Oct. 28Sun., Oct. 31Thurs., Nov. 4Mon., Nov. 8Thurs., Nov. 11Thurs., Nov. 18Thurs., Nov. 25Fri., Nov. 26Thurs., Dec. 2Mon., Dec. 6Thurs., Dt:tc. 9Thurs., Dec. 16Thurs., Dec. 23Fri. , Dec. 24Sat., Dec. 25Fri., Dec. 31Sat., Jan. 1-

aassified Ads are free to all
students. Commercial advertisers
may purchase space at a rate of
11.so per set line. Deadline :
Tuesday noon .

Earn extra money being a
photographer's model. Interested
•females write P .O. Box 691,
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494 .

.FALL-WINTER SCHEDULE OF TOP BANDS
Atlantic Mine
All Nite Cocktail Hour
Master Plan
RINGS
Atlantic Mine
All Nite Cocktail Hour
SUDS
RIO
PUNCH
Heartstrings
Halloween
(Costume Contest at Midnight)
Atlantic Mine
All Nite Cocktail Hour
Ram Roel<
RINGS
Thanksgiving (Open 8 P.M.)
Heartstrings
Cross Fire
All Nite Cocktail Hour
Short Stuff
PUNCH
RINGS
CLOSED
Christmas (Open 8 P.M.)
New Year's Eve
N w Year's Day (Open 8 P.M.)

WANTED

Two girls needed to live in a house
located only one block from campus
on Phillips Street. Call 341-6613.

1--------------1
1--...------------,

Wanted : Farm a nd factory workers . Weekend work.
Delmonte Corp , Plover , WI. Job openings for day and ni~ht
shifts on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday . Free transportation
from campus . Please come in and complete a pplication . We
are located at highway 51 and County trunk B. Plover WI.
For more information , please call Delmonte Personnel Office, 344-3170or ~44-8285. An equal opportunity employer .

1

.

All student organizations, please
tum in your new list of officers to
the Student Activities office,
pronto! 346-4343.
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Jeans .. . lean European
,
.;- .
fit that flares to a big 26"
,:.- -\-·· · ·
bell . With the stitching details
,
you've been looking for . Like lhe side I'. ·.
panel and " J"' front pockets. In denim '\ :,
and a 10 1 of other fabrics . loo. And.
: ·
because they' re Levi"s, they"re built for : ·.
comfort. Can you think of a better
~~ ::·-, .
combination?

\

Clothes for Men
Poln~r Page 31 Sep~mber 3, 1978

.

TOP OF THE UNES
The North Face line of functional outdoor equipment is
very special - it's the finest available. It's also competitively
priced and unconditionally guaranteed. We're your exclusive
dealer in this area.

the sport shop
6<0CD ~

It:S

Hlivf. 1u, liac~

*50% Off-

- PRE WH~H Jf~tJS
(SELECTED

FADED GLORY
WRAN<.LEPi
tJRl<iHT *

*

~

H.I.5.

GPiOUP)

* 5AL\JTf\T ION
FADED ,LOR"!
LAND LUBBER
WRANGLER

J\

OF FALL * ·
-. *NEWMEfiCHf\ND\5E
LINE

IN .STOC~

HOURS·

.

MON-THUR5, SAT
FR/
9-9

l31q STRONG'S AVE.
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